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Day trip to the Brooklyn Museum and Botanic
Garden to see exhibit of Israel photographs
By Razi Lissy
The Jewish Federation and Jewish
Family Service, together with the Jewish
Community Center’s adult program department, are planning a day trip to the Brooklyn
Museum of Art and the Brooklyn Botanic
Garden. The trip is planned for Thursday,
May 19. Bus departure from the JCC will
be at 7 am. The bus is scheduled to return
to the JCC by 8 pm.
The cost to attend the day trip will be
approximately $125. A minimum participation of 35 people will be required. Payment

is required in full by Tuesday, May 3, and
is non-refundable. The cost covers the bus
fee, a guided tour of a museum exhibit and
a tour of the botanic garden. Lunch at the
museum will be included, as well.
To make a reservation, call JCC’s main
office at 724-2417.
Anyone interested, but in need of assistance due to physical limitations, must be
accompanied during the trip.
The museum exhibit, “This Place,”
explores the complexity of Israel and the
West Bank “as place and metaphor.” The

exhibit features more than 600 photographs,
taken by 12 photographers. The project was
initiated by photographer Frédéric Brenner.
(See related “Mailbox Short” on page 10.)
Charlotte Cotton, project curator, wrote
on www.this-place.org, “Brenner was
driven by a desire to facilitate a visual
counter-argument to the prevailing, often
polarized, representations of Israel and
the West Bank in both national and international news media. Whilst on the one
hand acknowledging and paying heed to
the region’s ongoing conflicts, ‘This Place’

also asks that we look beyond this – that
we widen and multiply our lens.”
For more information on the exhibit, visit
www.this-place.org and www.brooklynmuseum.org/exhibitions/this_place.
The group for the day trip will also attend a guided tour of the adjacent botanic
garden, including seasonal highlights such
as ornamental cherries, the lilac collection,
a display of tulips and other bulbs, and later
spring blooms such as peonies, wisteria, crab
apples and Spanish bluebells. The botanic
garden tour runs for about an hour and a half.

Mondays, beginning on May 16, at 7 pm,
and on six Wednesdays, beginning on May
19, at 9:30 am.
“‘Strength and Struggle’ is a journey in
which we gain insight into our own struggles
by examining the lives of inspiring biblical
heroes and antiheroes,” said Slonim. “It

fills an important gap in the participants’
knowledge of biblical history, and provides
fascinating wisdom from the Talmud and
3,000 years of Jewish literature to help
us deal with life’s struggles on the road
to becoming better people. How do we
beat burnout, gain perspective when our
judgment is clouded and make progress
on the goals most important to us? These
are among the questions we will consider
in this course.”
“Strength and Struggle” spans six eras
in biblical history to acquaint participants with “the nuances of the Israelites’
formative stages as a nation,” and will
offer details into many of its characters,
including David, Saul, Ruth, Jephthah,
Elijah, Elishah and Jonah.
“The course is filled with eternal lessons

for life, of struggle and triumph, courage and
humility, hope and resilience,” explained
Slonim. “If you ever wanted to meet King
David in person, this is about as close as
you’ll come.”
Dr. Simchah Leibowitz, the representative of the World Zionist Federation to
North America and an expert on leadership
and biblical studies, commented about the
course, “Even great leaders, judges and
kings experience challenging circumstances
and moments of weakness from which we
must learn to emerge even stronger. I am
certain that participants in this program will
find this original and fascinating approach
to biblical study meaningful and relevant
to their lives and to the daily challenges
they face.”
See “JLI” on page 5

JLI explores lessons in character from biblical
stories of kings, judges and prophets
JLI has announced an all new course to
be held this spring, “Strength and Struggle:
Lessons in Character from the Stories
of Our Prophets.” In Binghamton, JLI
courses are taught by Rivkah Slonim at
the Chabad Center, 420 Murray Hill Rd.,
Vestal. The course will be offered on six

Spotlight

Jenni Bank to perform in
“Sweeney Todd” at Tri-Cities Opera
By Rabbi Rachel Esserman
Hometown advantage? That’s true for
singers as well as sports teams. Former
Binghamtonian Jenni Bank, the daughter of
Dr. Les and Barbara Bank, is happy to be
appearing as Mrs. Lovett in the Tri-Cities
Opera production of “Sweeney Todd, the
Demon Barber of Fleet Street,” with music
and lyrics by Stephen Sondheim, the weekend of April 29.
“I’m really excited to be back in Binghamton to sing,” Jenni said in an e-mail
interview. “I’ve seen so many TCO productions over the years, so it’s great to be
working with the company. Also, it’s always
nice when I can perform for people who
have watched me grow up and encouraged
me along the way – plus my parents don’t
have to travel to see this show!”
Jenni doesn’t mind taking a role in what
was originally a Broadway show, not an
opera. “I actually perform ‘crossover’ pieces
quite regularly so, happily, I am comfortable
singing in genres other than traditional opera
and I really love that that is a big part of
my career,” she said. “Sondheim is such a
genius and he has chosen every word and
rhyme so carefully so, when singing his
music, the delivery of the text has to be
priority number one.”
There is one thing, though, that distinguishes this from other roles she’s played. “The most
difficult part of the role is just that there is a
huge amount of text,” she added. “I haven’t
counted, but I’m pretty confident that this is
the most words I’ve ever had to memorize for

Sweeney Todd (Philip Cutlip) and Mrs.
Lovett (Jenni Bank) pondered the tools of
his vengeance. (Photo by Randy Cummings
and www.BunnHillPhoto.com)
a show. Mrs. Lovett likes to chat!”
Jenni noted that she tries to put a human
face on Mrs. Lovett so the performance
doesn’t become a caricature. “With any
‘character role,’ it’s important to find moments of truth where the audience can empathize with the character,” she said. “While
Mrs. Lovett’s personality may be silly and
sometimes funny, she is still a human being
who has lived a difficult life and has her own
set of desires and her own motivations for
everything she does in the show.”
She finds parts of the show good fun,
particularly the song “A Little Priest.” “It
is so great – Sondheim at his best,” Jenni
See “Bank” on page 5

Arthur Szyk made
a statement against
the Nazis in the
1930s with his
illustrated Passover
haggadah. The
image at right shows
an older bearded
man listening as a
young boy reads
the traditional Four
Questions of the
Passover seder. In
the top right corner
is a red snake,
understood to be
Nazism – coiled as if
ready to strike.(Photo
from Arthur Szyk
via the Arthur Szyk
Society/Wikimedia
Commons)
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Opinion

Can a united community still work miracles? Ask
the Yemenite Jews

By Steven B. Nasatir
(JTA – Passover is a time for family, for tradition and
for festive celebration. It’s also a time to fix a paradox.
When we read the haggadah, we reflect on our past
travails and miraculous redemption as a Jewish people.
But if we look only at the past, we risk overlooking the
incredible ways in which the cycle of Jewish history continues today. Only at our peril can we ignore the continuing
Jewish story of persecution, redemption and extraordinary
achievement, or fail to recognize the role each and every
one of us plays – individually and collectively – in the
ongoing saga.
A poignant reminder of this was the clandestine final
rescue and immigration to Israel, or aliyah, of 19 Yemenite
Jews completed on March 20. Among them was the rabbi
of the Jewish community of Raydah, who brought a Torah
scroll believed to be more than 500 years old, and the son
of Aharon Zindani, who was murdered in an antisemitic
attack in 2012.
This wasn’t the first nor the last time, given the dangerous era we live in, when unified, collective action
through a strong and effective Federation system meant
the difference between life and death for Jews in peril.
In this case it was the Jewish Agency for Israel – an organization funded and governed by almost 300 Jewish
community Federations worldwide in partnership with
the government of Israel – that took the lead, with help

from Israeli intelligence and the U.S. State Department.
Our liturgy says of the Exodus, which we celebrate at
Passover, that God rescued the Jewish people “with a strong
hand and an outstretched arm” When it comes to rescuing
Jews from jihadist terror and Muslim sectarian war in Yemen, from discrimination in Ethiopia or from a gathering
storm of anti-Jewish violence in Europe, we know it is our
duty to lend our own strong hands and outstretched arms.
Thank God we have the strength, unity and Jewish
independence needed to take our fate into our own hands
to the extent that we can. The rescue of the Yemenite Jews
is one case in point.
Which brings me to another Passover paradox: What is
the meaning of the “wicked son” – the person who stands
aloof from the story, separating himself from the collective
– in this time of fraying Jewish unity?
To me, today’s wicked sons are the men and women
who, knowingly or not, dismantle the very unity that enables
the noble work of Jewish rescue and redemption, and the
building up of the land, to continue.
Disagreements among Jews, while nothing new, are
becoming more frequent, visible and potentially more
costly than ever. Jews not only are mirroring the increasingly partisan and contentious discourse of our broader
American body politic, but also are finding additional
reasons to squabble and snipe – accusing one another of
not caring about what is best for Israel, having the wrong

Jewish values or having no Jewish values whatsoever.
These reactions, which both reflect and fuel the divisions
among us, can’t be healthy for a minority that represents
just 2.2 percent of the U.S. population. This divisiveness is
making Jewish communal life more stressful and threatens
to paralyze our ability to act collectively, our most potent
mode of action.
If there is one lesson we need to learn from the recent
Yemeni rescue, it’s the need to preserve that most at-risk
Jewish value and asset: communal unity.
No single community, no single donor, not even the
state of Israel, on its own could have rescued the Jews
of Yemen. It took a global Jewish community to do it. A
global community that, despite all our differences, still
feels inexorably connected to one another and acts upon
that unity in life-saving ways.
This Passover, let’s remember that the work of redemption is not complete and that the work requires not only
divine grace, but also our own strong hands and outstretched
arms. Let us strive to be wise, not wicked, in our attitudes
and dealings with one another. Let us be mindful, as the
rescue of our Yemenite brothers and sisters shows, that our
actions have consequences.
Dr. Steven B. Nasatir is president of the Jewish United
Fund/Jewish Federation of Metropolitan Chicago and
an associate member of the Jewish Agency’s Board of
Governors.

No, rabbi, “traditional” women are not immune
from rape

By Sharon Weiss-Greenberg
(JTA) – Rabbi Steven Pruzansky, the spiritual leader of
Congregation Bnai Yeshurun in Teaneck, NJ, is no stranger
to controversy. In statements from his pulpit and in blog
posts, he has demonized Israel’s late Prime Minister Yitzhak
Rabin, called for the collective punishment of Palestinian
“savages” and, after Israel’s withdrawal from the Gaza
Strip, let it be known that the Jewish state was no longer
worthy of his political or financial support.
While many have chosen to ignore him as inconsequential,
his statements have been condemned over the years by the
Orthodox Union, the Rabbinical Council ofAmerica (of which
he once served as vice president) and the Anti-Defamation
League. As the past president of the Rabbinical Council of
Bergen County in New Jersey, and a former dayyan, or judge,
on the Beth Din of America, he has held some of the most
prominent positions in modern Orthodoxy and continues to
enjoy the support of his large and influential congregation.

From his position of prominence, Pruzansky recently
authored a blog post asserting that in many cases, women
who report being raped on college campuses are leveling
false allegations because they felt spurned by their romantic
partners or were intoxicated at the time of the act. Citing
no evidence other than “media reports,” he asserts that
most reported rapes on campus are “situations in which
the couple had a romantic relationship that went sour.”
Having treated intimacy as “something casual and cavalier,” he writes, many accusers bear responsibility for the
“misunderstandings, miscommunications and gray areas”
that are erroneously called “rape” (his quotation marks).
“If indeed there was a ‘rape culture’ on American campuses,” writes Pruzansky, “no intelligent woman would
want to attend college. The fact that more women attend
college today than men itself belies the accusation.”
Pruzansky failed to acknowledge that, according to
a U.S. Department of Justice report, one in five women

will report being assaulted during their time on a college
campus and 90 percent of sexual assaults on campus go
unreported. Rape and sexual assault are happening. They are
not happening because women are “serially promiscuous”
and regretting their consensual sexual encounters. While
Pruzansky might want to pretend his words only apply to
those engaged in the “hookup culture,” or that those who
adhere to “traditional morality” are immune from assault,
Orthodox women might disagree.
Even in the context of an Orthodox Jewish university,
students can and should be advocating for awareness of rape
and sexual abuse, and some brave individuals are. Sarah
Robinson, an alumna of Stern College for Women and a
current student at Yeshiva University’s graduate program
in advanced talmudic studies, boldly spoke out on the issue
in The Observer, Stern College’s official newspaper. “Our
campus culture [at Yeshiva University] does not support
See “Women” on page 6

In My Own Words

Anger, disillusionment and the presidential election

RABBI RACHEL ESSERMAN, EXECUTIVE EDITOR

Disaffected voters: That’s what connects two very different presidential campaigns. Many of those voting for these
candidates are unhappy with a United States government
they feel doesn’t hear their voices. However, each group is
looking for something very different. Which two candidates
am I talking about? Bernie Sanders and Donald Trump.
Before you write to tell me these two men have nothing
in common, please note I am not talking about the candidates themselves, but what they offer voters. That would
be a United States government that takes their concerns
seriously. Of course, those concerns are very different for
voters who support Sanders and voters who support Trump.
However, many in each group feel disconnected from the
political process; they feel special interests – very different
special interests – control the government. Whether or not
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you agree with their ideas is not the focus of this column.
My concern is that there are so many American citizens who
feel alienated and angry. That’s a dangerous combination.
Of course, American history is filled with struggles
between groups whose interests don’t coincide. Those
compromises still affect us today. For example, how do
you balance the desires of the majority while still protecting the minority rights? How much protection should be
offered to those who are different? Why do some see the
protection of minority interests – be it by race, color or
sexual orientation – so threatening? The same can be said
about religious rights. Is the United States a Judeo-Christian
nation or is its government religiously neutral? In fact,
what does being neutral mean? Are all religions OK or
only some of them?
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Then there is the political process itself – particularly
the idea that candidates may be beholden to the people
who give them money. Should candidates accept funds
from everyone, or no one? Does it matter if the money
comes from a rich banker or a worker making minimum
wage? Is someone who doesn’t accept funds free to do
as he or she wishes without thinking how that could
impact the majority of people they are now supposed to
represent? Or does that mean they will do what they feel
is best for everyone?
I have far more questions than answers, because the
answers to these questions are currently under debate.
This year’s electoral process has revealed great divisions
in our country. Whoever is elected president must find a
way to unite us – to bring us together for the good of all.
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JCC to celebrate annual Preschool Literacy Day
The Jewish Community Center of Binghamton will
celebrate the eighth annual Preschool Literacy Day on
Thursday May 5, from 5:30-7:30 pm, at the JCC, 500
Clubhouse Rd., Vestal. It will be free and open to the entire
community, due to donations from the Judith and Edwin
Cohen Foundation and International Paper.
The event will feature representations of Clifford the
Big Red Dog and his friend, Emily Elizabeth. It will also
include a concert by song leader and musician Johnny
Only. Children will have the chance to “explore Clifford’s

journey” through a series of books written by Norman
Bridwell. The JCC’s auditorium will explore Clifford’s
stories with hands-on activities, including art, science,
sensory and large motor movement. Children have been
encouraged to come dressed as their favorite literary characters and cameras will be welcome.
“Literacy Day is about bringing books to life and getting
children excited about reading,” said Marlene Schwartz
Patrick, JCC early childhood director. “It started as a small,
in-house event in 2008 for the children attending the JCC’s

Early Childhood Center. Because it was so successful,
we decided to open it up to preschool children and their
families across Broome County, and we are so thrilled
with the outcome.”
Program partners for the event are WSKG, Roberson
Museum and Science Center and the Vestal Volunteer Fire
Department. The target audience is children ages 2-5 and
their parents and grandparents. Free books will be given out
to children at the door on a first-come, first-served basis.
For more information, contact the JCC office at 724-2417.

Chabad to celebrate 30th anniversary
Reservations and journal ads for Chabad’s 30th anniversary celebration on Thursday, May 5, at 6 pm, at the Chabad
Center, 420 Murray Hill Rd., Vestal, will be accepted until
Wednesday, April 27, and can be secured online at http://
JewishBU.com/BingCelebration30.
Marking three decades of Chabad in Binghamton, the
evening will honor Michael Wright and Sandy and Roy

Paston, and will be attended by community members,
Binghamton University administrators, faculty and students. The event, which will feature food by a New York
caterer, will begin with a buffet dinner and cocktail party
and will conclude with a dessert spread after the program.
Members of the community who wish to participate in
the Binghamton Legacy Torah being written by Chabad will

have a chance to see their letter or verse written in the scroll
during the reception. The scroll is being written “to unite
Binghamton community members, BU students and alumni
from throughout the 30 years,”said a Chabad representative.
Complete information about the Torah scroll and the
opportunities for participation can be found at http://
JewishBU.com/LegacyTorah.

Talk by survivor in Ithaca to mark Holocaust
Memorial Day on May 5
Helen Levinson will be the featured speaker at a Holocaust Memorial Day lecture on Thursday, May 5, at 7 pm,
at Temple Beth-El, 402 N. Tioga St., Ithaca. The event will
be free and open to the public.
Levinson says she survived the Holocaust because of
“a thousand miracles.” She escaped the Majdanek concentration camp in Poland because a mailman, who was a
friend of her father’s, gave her a Hitler Youth uniform. She

then assumed a Catholic identity with a fake birth certificate obtained from a priest and traveled through Poland,
Austria and Germany looking for work. Levinson moved
to Rochester after the war.
At the commemoration, several Holocaust survivors
from the Ithaca area will be honored in a candle-lighting
ceremony. The Ithaca Children’s Choir will also perform.
The event will be sponsored by the Ithaca Area United

Local filmmaker’s docudrama about
Lyme Disease to be screened in Vestal
A docudrama about one family’s battle with Lyme
Disease, “the little things,” will be screened on Sunday,
May 8, at 11:30 am, in the auditorium of African Road
Elementary/Middle School, 600 S. Benita Blvd., Vestal.
The film was written by local actor and filmmaker Jeremy
Davidson (the stage name of Jeremy Greenberg), son of
Mickey Greenberg, of Vestal, and an alumus of Vestal High
School and Binghamton University. He wrote and directed
the Holocaust film “Tickling Leo,” and has appeared in
several films and television programs. The docudrama was

directed by Mary Stuart Masterson, Davidson’s wife. Masterson is a filmmaker and an actress, starring in numerous
films, including “Fried Green Tomatoes,” “Some Kind of
Wonderful” and more.
Presented by Storyhorse, the film is a multimedia reading based on transcribed conversations with the family of
Joseph Elone, a 17-year-old Poughkeepsie High School
student and victim of Lyme Disease. The event will be
followed by a discussion with Dr. Richard Horowitz, a
Lyme specialist and author.

Jewish Community, a non-profit organization that supports
Jewish communities locally and around the world.
Funding has also been provided by Tompkins Trust
Company; Wegmans; Area Congregations Together; Advanced Dental Technology of Ithaca II; Lifespan Physical
Therapy, Occupational Therapy, and Speech and Language
Pathology; Ithaca Oral Surgery and Implant Center; Temple
Beth-El; and Congregation Tikkun v’Or.
For more information, contact Marjorie Hoffman at
257-9924 or at Marjorie@twcny.rr.com.
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Off the Shelf

Evil speech and today’s world

RABBI RACHEL ESSERMAN

The concept of lashon hara (literally “evil tongue,” but
which is usually translated as evil speech, gossip or slander)
is relevant into day’s fast paced, information-filled world.
Yet, exactly what it means in halachic (Jewish legal) terms
has not always been well understood, at least according to
Rabbi Daniel Feldman, a rosh yeshiva at the Rabbi Isaac
Elchanan Theological Seminary at Yeshiva University.
In his work “False Facts and True Rumors: Lashon HaRa
in Contemporary Culture” (The RIETS Halakhah Series/
Maggid Books), he offers insights into not only the halachic
aspects of lashon hara, but what contemporary scientific
research teaches about the limitations of memory and the
psychology of interpersonal relationships.
While there is a debate about which biblical verses
serve as the legal source of lashon hara, the prohibition is
generally considered to be based on Leviticus 19:16, which
says, “You shall not go about as rakhil among your people.”
Feldman translates rakhil as “gossipmonger,” “talebearer”
or “gossiper.” For him, the image evoked is that of someone
traveling from place to place and spreading stories of those he

Food blog

The food blog “What Jew Wanna Eat: ThisAin’t
Your Bubbe’s Blog,” http://whatjewwannaeat.
com/, features recipes by Amy Kritzer, a recipe
developer and personal chef. The site features
“modern interpretations of classic recipes” from “cooking
traditions of Jews around the world” and are “influenced by
kosher living and traditional holidays.” In addition to recipes,
the site offers cooking videos and a weekly e-mail newsletter.

Notice of Formation of a Limited
Liability Company (LLC): Name:
PALMER ROOFING, LLC, Articles
of Organization filed with Secretary
of State of New York (SSNY) on
3/4/16. Office location: Broome
County. SSNY designated LLC agent
upon whom process against it may
be served. SSNY shall mail copy
of process to: LLC, Attn: John G.
Dowd, PO Box 1905, Binghamton,
NY 13902. Purpose: Any Lawful
Purpose. Date of dissolution: None.
______________________
NOTICE OF FORMATION OF
LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
UNDER NEW YORK LIMITED
LIABILITY COMPANY LAW
1. The name of the limited liability
company (“LLC”) is MAA SREE
DURGA LLC.
2. The date of filing of the Articles
of Organization with the
Secretary of State is March 11,
2016.
3. The County within the State
of New York in which the
principal office of the LLC is
located is Broome.
4. The Secretary of State of
the State of New York is hereby
designated as agent of the LLC
upon whom process against
it may be served. The post
office address to which the
Secretary of State shall mail
a copy of any process against
the LLC served upon him or her
is: 900 Vestal Parkway, Vestal,
New York 13850.
5. The character or purpose of the
business of the LLC is any
purpose allowed by law.
______________________
Notice of Formation of Rock River
Laboratory Northeast, LLC. Arts.
of Org. filed with Secy. of State of
NY (SSNY) on 02/24/16. Office
location: Broome County. SSNY
designated as agent of LLC upon
whom process against it may be
served. SSNY shall mail process
to: C T CORPORATION SYSTEM,
111 8TH AVE., NY, NY 10011, also
the registered agent upon whom
process may be served. Purpose:
any lawful activities.
______________________
Notice of Formation of 220 Main
St., LLC. Arts. of Org. filed with
Secy. of State of NY (SSNY) on
02/25/16. Office location: Broome

visits. Traditional Judaism sees this tale bearing as harming
three people: “the one who speaks [the lashon hara], the one
who accepts it [i.e., the listener], and the subject [the one
about whom it is said].” While it’s easy to see how gossip
harms the subject, disparaging others corrupts both the one
speaking the gossip and the person listening to it. This is
true even if the information given is correct since the act of
gossiping affects character in a negative way.
This is also true even if someone thinks they are praising a person or passing on positive information. Feldman
writes about cognitive studies that show how listeners tend
to simplify the information they receive, which means they
may interpret positive information in a negative way. He
also shows how changing something as simple as word
order – for example, when listing someone’s personality
traits – can make a huge difference in whether people see
them in a negative or positive light. Other studies focus
on the problems of memory – showing the different ways
people assimilate information and how memories of an
event may change over time.
Feldman feels its important to understand these concepts
since the Internet and e-mail make it possible to disseminate information far faster than more traditional means of
communication. Plus, the anonymity offered by the web – to
be able to offer comments and opinions without having to
identify oneself – frees people to say things they would
never say to another person’s face. That’s because they
don’t think about how their comments can affect others.
To explain this, Feldman notes that lashon hara “is the
expression of a mindset, sometimes an active negativity
and distortion of judgment, and sometimes a simple insensitivity and lack of appreciation. Lashon hara may emerge
from insufficient awareness of the unique nature of other
individuals, of their particular sensitivities and frailties,
of the impact of speech and the difference between the
speaker and the listener; or, of the cognitive biases and
tendencies that transform our words into weapons by the

time they have reached their target.”
The author does note that there are times when a person
is allowed to disclose information – even negative information. In fact, if the information can save someone from
harm, then people are required to speak. This idea is based
on the second part of Leviticus 19:16: “You shall not stand
idly by while your fellow’s blood is shed.” Feldman notes
that “this reference to one’s fellow’s ‘blood’ is understood
to be not only to risk his life, but to any type of harm.”
Therefore a person must speak when someone else would
be injured. The author notes that people don’t always understand the difference, particularly when dealing with the
relationship between students and teachers, and when asking
for information about a proposed marriage partner. There
is also a question about whether or not someone should
be informed if another person is spreading information
about them. Feldman sees a need to prevent conflicts in the
community and notes that it might be best not to inform
the subject of the gossip. However, “if there is concrete
benefit to the subject, such as the ability to defend himself,
the benefit outweighs the fear of strife.”
Feldman does an excellent job outlining the laws of
lashon hara in a way that even those unfamiliar with the
topic should be able to understand the concepts under
discussion. His inclusion of a wide variety of studies on
memory and psychology meld well with the halachic
discussions, and add an extra dimension to his work. My
only quibble is that I wish he had been more specific about
the different types of harm that require a person to pass
information to others – particularly in cases of physical and
sexual abuse, information that is often carefully guarded.
However, Feldman may have seen that as beyond the scope
of this book. Since he does offer halachic rulings from two
rabbis about what can be said in recommendations for students and what one is obligated to disclose about potential
marital partners, perhaps another rabbi will address this
subject for inclusion in future editions.

LEGAL NOTICE
County. SSNY designated as agent
of LLC upon whom process against
it may be served. SSNY shall mail
process to: 220 Main St., Johnson
City, NY 13790. Purpose: any
lawful activities.
______________________
Notice of Formation of Southern
Tier Pet Grooming LLC. Arts. of
Org. filed with Secy. of State of
NY (SSNY) on 02/19/16. Office
location: Broome County. SSNY
designated as agent of LLC upon
whom process against it may be
served. SSNY shall mail process
to: 5 Prince Edward Ct., Endicott,
NY 13760. Purpose: any lawful
activities.
______________________
Notice of Formation of The
Grapevine Cafe, LLC. Arts. of
Org. filed with Secy. of State of
NY (SSNY) on 02/25/16. Office
location: Broome County. SSNY
designated as agent of LLC upon
whom process against it may be
served. SSNY shall mail process
to: 220 Main St., Johnson City,
NY 13790. Purpose: any lawful
activities.
______________________
Notice of Formation of
HNJ HOMES LLC
Arts. of Org. filed with the Secy. of
State of NY (SSNY) on 03/08/2016.
Office location: Broome Co. SSNY
designated as agent of LLC upon
whom process against it may be
served. SSNY shall mail process to:
The LLC, c/o Leasure, Gow, Munk
& Rizzuto, 101 Jefferson Avenue,
Endicott, NY 13760. Purpose: any
lawful activities.
______________________
Notice of Formation of NDG Capital
Partners, LLC. Arts. Of Org. filed
with Secy. of State of NY (SSNY)
on 3/14/16. Office Location: Broome
Co. SSNY designated as agent of
LLC upon whom service of process
against it may be served. SSNY shall
mail process to: P.O. Box 678, Vestal,
NY 13851-0678. Purpose: any lawful
activities.
______________________
Notice of Formation of a Limited
Liability Company (LLC): Name:
Jesan Sorrells, LLC, Articles of
Organization filed with Secretary
of State of New York (SSNY) on
1/19/16. Office location: Broome
County. SSNY designated LLC agent
upon whom process against it may

be served. SSNY shall mail copy
of process to: LLC, Attn: John G.
Dowd, PO Box 1905, Binghamton,
NY 13902. Purpose: Any Lawful
Purpose. Date of dissolution: None.
______________________
Notice of Formation of a Limited
Liability Company (LLC): Name:
South West of Belmont 6.6, LLC,
Articles of Organization filed with
Secretary of State of New York
(SSNY) on 3/28/16. Office location:
Broome County. SSNY designated
LLC agent upon whom process
against it may be served. SSNY
shall mail copy of process to: LLC,
Attn: John G. Dowd, PO Box 1905,
Binghamton, NY 13902. Purpose:
Any Lawful Pur pose. Date of
dissolution: None.
______________________
NOTICE OF FORMATION OF
LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY:
The name of the limited liability
company is: ERNIE FARMS, LLC
(the “Company”). The date of filing
of the Articles of Organization of
the Company with the Secretary
of State was March 30, 2016. The
county in which the principal place
of business of the Company shall
be located is Broome County.
The Secretary of State has been
designated as agent of the Company
upon whom process against it may
be served. The Secretary of State
shall mail a copy of any process
against the Company, to Hinman,
Howard & Kattell, LLP, Attn: Ronald
L. Greene, 80 Exchange Street,
Suite 700, Binghamton, NY 13901.
The purpose of the business of the
Company is any lawful business
purpose.
______________________
Notice is hereby given that a license,
Serial Number pending for beer,
liquor, and wine has been applied
for by the undersigned*to sell beer,
liquor, wine, and cider at retail in a
Club under the Alcoholic Beverage
Control Law at 104 Bevier St.,
Binghamton, NY 13904 in Broome
County for on premises consumption.
*Binghamton AERIE No. 2119, F
O E, Inc.
______________________

To place a legal notice,
contact Bonnie Rozen at
724-2360, ext. 244
or bonnie@
thereportergroup.org

Notice of Formation of 5F3D86, LLC.
Arts. of Org. filed with Secy. of State
of NY (SSNY) on 03/29/16. Office
location: Broome County. SSNY
designated as agent of LLC upon
whom process against it may be
served. SSNY shall mail process to:
99 Hawley St., Ste. 200, Binghamton,
NY 13901. Purpose: any lawful
activities.
______________________
NOTICE OF FORMATION OF
LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
UNDER NEW YORK LIMITED
LIABILITY COMPANY LAW
1. The name of the limited liability
company (“LLC”) is 402
AIRPORT RD HOLDINGS LLC.
2. The date of filing of the Articles
of Organization with the
Secretary of State is April 5,
2016.
3. The County within the State
of New York in which the
principal office of the LLC is
located is Broome.
4. The Secretary of State of
the State of New York is hereby
designated as agent of the LLC
upon whom process against
it may be served. The post office
address to which the Secretary
of State shall mail a copy of any
process against the LLC served
upon him or her is: 501 Meeker
Road, Vestal, NY 13850.
5. The character or purpose of the
business of the LLC is any
purpose allowed by law.
______________________
Notice of Formation of All Phase
Construction of the Southern Tier,
LLC. Arts. of Org. filed with Secy. of
State of NY (SSNY) on 04/04/16.
Office location: Broome County.
SSNY designated as agent of LLC
upon whom process against it may
be served. SSNY shall mail process
to: 33 Moeller St., Binghamton,
NY 13904. Purpose: any lawful
activities.
______________________
Notice of Formation of CAN AM
WEST, LLC. Arts. of Org. filed with
Secy. of State of NY (SSNY) on
04/04/16. Office location: Broome
County. SSNY designated as agent
of LLC upon whom process against
it may be served. SSNY shall mail
process to: 320 N. Jensen Rd.,
Vestal, NY 13850. Purpose: any

lawful activities.
______________________
Notice of Formation of Green Tree
- Vestal, LLC. Arts. of Org. filed with
Secy. of State of NY (SSNY) on
03/04/16. Office location: Broome
County. SSNY designated as agent
of LLC upon whom process against
it may be served. SSNY shall mail
process to: 1550 Vestal Parkway
East, Vestal, NY 13850. Purpose:
any lawful activities.
______________________
Notice of Formation of Newman
Development Group of Front Street,
LLC. Arts. of Org. filed with Secy. of
State of NY (SSNY) on 04/06/16.
Office location: Broome County.
SSNY designated as agent of LLC
upon whom process against it may
be served. SSNY shall mail process
to: 300 Plaza Dr., Vestal, NY 13850.
Purpose: any lawful activities.
______________________
Notice of Formation of 50 Front
Street Associates, LLC. Arts. of
Org. filed with Secy. of State of
NY (SSNY) on 04/06/16. Office
location: Broome County. SSNY
designated as agent of LLC upon
whom process against it may be
served. SSNY shall mail process
to: 300 Plaza Dr., Vestal, NY 13850.
Purpose: any lawful activities.
______________________
Notice of Formation of a Limited
Liability Company (LLC): Name:
South West of Lititz 6.1, LLC, Articles
of Organization filed with Secretary
of State of New York (SSNY) on
3/28/16. Office location: Broome
County. SSNY designated LLC agent
upon whom process against it may
be served. SSNY shall mail copy
of process to: LLC, Attn: John G.
Dowd, PO Box 1905, Binghamton,
NY 13902. Purpose: Any Lawful
Purpose. Date of dissolution: None.
______________________
Notice of Formation of a Limited
Liability Company (LLC): Name:
CoreLife trademarks, LLC, Articles
of Organization filed with Secretary
of State of New York (SSNY) on
3/21/16. Office location: Broome
County. SSNY designated LLC agent
upon whom process against it may
be served. SSNY shall mail copy
of process to: LLC, Attn: John G.
Dowd, PO Box 1905, Binghamton,
NY 13902. Purpose: Any Lawful
Purpose. Date of dissolution: None.
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Intersisterhood held program on the hamsa

An Intersisterhood gathering was held at Temple Concord on April 6. Ani Loew spoke
about the cultural and religious meaning of the hamsa.

More than 40 people attended the Intersisterhood program on April 6.

Rabbi Zev Silber taught Talmud class
At left: Ani Loew spoke
at the Intersisterhood
program on April 6.

Tot Time to be
held at TC

Tot Time, a program for younger children and their parents, will be held on Saturday, May 7, at 9 am, at Temple
Concord, 9 Riverside Dr., Binghamton. The program will
be held earlier than its normally scheduled time.
The program will be the final day of Temple Concord
religious school. All Tot Time families will be welcome to
join the religious school students for breakfast, beginning
at 9 am, in the temple’s social hall, and then continue with
other activities throughout the morning.
Tot Time is sponsored by Temple Concord Sisterhood
for children ages 2-5. It is free and open to the public,
with no reservations needed. A parent must attend with
the children. For more information, contact Lauren Fitch
at Tctots@gmail.com.

JLI

Continued from page 1
Like all previous JLI programs, “Strength and Struggle” is designed to appeal to people at all levels of Jewish
knowledge, including those without any prior experience
or background in Jewish learning. All JLI courses are open
to the public, and attendees need not be affiliated with a
particular synagogue, temple or other house of worship.
Those interested can register by contacting rslonim@
Jewishbu.com, calling Chabad at 797-0015 or visiting
www.myJLI.com. The cost for the course will be $70, or
$120 per couple or multiple sign-ups. The fee will include
the course textbook. There will be a $5 additional fee for
registration received after Sunday, May 8.
JLI, the adult education branch of Chabad Lubavitch,
offers programs in more than 350 U.S. cities and in numerous
foreign locations, including Argentina, Australia, Belarus,
Belgium, Brazil, Canada, Colombia, Denmark, Estonia,
France, Finland, Georgia, Germany, Greece, Guatemala,
India, Israel, Italy, Japan, Kazakhstan, the Netherlands, Panama, Russia, South Africa, Sweden, Switzerland, Turkey,
Ukraine, the United Kingdom, Uruguay and Venezuela.
More than 360,000 students have attended JLI classes
since the organization was founded in 1998.

Bank

At right: Rabbi Zev Silber’s
Talmud class recently
celebrated completing
Chapter 6 in “Bava Metzia
Ha’Socher Es ha’Umnin.”
The chapter deals with the
laws between a principal
and his agent. Participants
learned about donkeys, ships,
mountains and valleys, and
barrels of wine and wheat; the
many ways and circumstances
when something goes wrong;
and who is obligated to cover
the loss. L-r: Harold Kohn,
Toby Kohn, Silber, Arieh
Ullmann, Harold Sasnowitz
and Rhonda Levine, who held
a volume of the Talmud.

NEWS IN BRIEF
From JNS.org

After earthquakes, Israeli relief group
sends teams to Japan and Ecuador

The Israeli international relief organization IsraAID has
sent a delegation to southern Japan, where more than 50
people have been killed and thousands have been injured
as a result of two strong earthquakes in the Kumamoto
province since April 14. The Israeli relief delegation
in Japan comes after another IsraAID delegation was
dispatched to Ecuador, where another earthquake killed
more than 70 people and injured hundreds on April 16.
In addition to distributing food, the IsraAID volunteers
are offering medical and psychological assistance to
the affected communities. “In addition to the dozens of
volunteers of IsraAID who are working hard to provide
support to the teams on the ground IsraAID plans to
provide on going support to both countries and regions
in need,” the organization said in a statement, The Jerusalem Post reported.

ment also recently announced its support for nominating
Barghouti. The Palestinian Commission for Prisoners, the
Palestinian Prisoners’ Club and members of the Palestinian
Legislative Council are sponsoring the global campaign
for Barghouti’s nomination, which will include rallies and
marches throughout the disputed territories and Gaza, in
addition to a media outreach initiative.

Explosion on Jerusalem bus injures
21, source unclear

An explosion injured 21 people on a bus in Jerusalem on
the afternoon of April 18. The bus was driving on Derech
Hebron Road in the city when the explosion took place.
Magen David Adom paramedics arrived on the scene and
treated the wounded individuals before transporting them
to the Shaare Zedek Medical Center, Yediot Achronot
reported. While the source of the explosion was initially
unclear, Yoram HaLevy, commander of the Jerusalem Police
District, confirmed the explosion was caused by a bomb and
later said, “There is no doubt that this is a terror attack.”

Palestinians campaign to nominate
terrorist leader for Nobel Peace Prize
Palestinians in Ramallah on April 12 launched a global
campaign to secure the nomination of jailed terrorist leader
Marwan Barghouti for the Nobel Peace Prize. Barghouti
is currently serving five life sentences in Israel for orchestrating the killing of Israelis in numerous attacks. Barghouti’s name was initially submitted as a Nobel Peace Prize
candidate in March by Adolf Perez Esquivel, an Argentine
architect who won the prize in 1980. The Tunisian parlia-

Happy Passover

ERNEST H. PARSONS
FUNERAL HOME INC.
Faithfully Serving Broome County Since 1948

Continued from page 1

said. “Luckily, we don’t have to take it too seriously. The
characters are coming up with it all on the spot so the more
fun we have, the more fun the audience will have.”
Another moment she enjoys is one in which she doesn’t
participate. “I love baritone duets and they are quite rare,
so the song ‘Pretty Women’ is always a moment where
I get to sit back and enjoy some really beautiful singing
from my stellar colleagues,” Jenni said.
Jenni has a list of music she would still like to perform.
“There are tons of roles that I would love to sing!” she
added. “Particularly, I hope to perform more of the great
roles that Verdi wrote for the mezzo-soprano voice. I’ve
done a few and they are really fun and challenging.”

Her upcoming performances include the role of Firdhaus
Noman in a world premier operatic adaptation of Salmon
Rushdie’s novel “Shalimar the Clown,” composed by Jack
Perla with a libretto by Rajiv Joseph, at the Opera Theatre
of Saint Louis after “Sweeney Todd” closes. Jenni also said
she is excited to be making her mainstage debut with the
Seattle Opera during its 2016-17 season.
For information about the performances at the Tri-Cities Opera, visit www.tricitiesopera.com or contact the
box office at 772-0400. For more information about
Jenni, visit www.jennibank.com and follow her on
social media (Facebook, Twitter and Instagram) under
the handle @jbmezzo.

ÊVisit us on the web at www.thereportergroup.org
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This new Jewish deli is the coolest restaurant
in New York City
By Gabe Friedman
NEW YORK (JTA) – The scene could easily have been
mistaken for a rock concert at one of Brooklyn’s countless music halls. Smartly dressed 20- and 30-somethings
crammed into a small corner building. The overflow crowd,
clad in skinny jeans and black beanies, spilled onto the
sidewalk, where they drank coffee and smoked cigarettes
beneath the joint’s bright neon sign.
But these cool kids – unperturbed by the rainy, chilly
weather – weren’t lining up for the latest underground act.
Rather, the crowd was assembled for the opening of Frankel’s Delicatessen, a new eatery at the nexus of Greenpoint
and Williamsburg, probably the hippest burgs in the city’s
hippest borough, Brooklyn.
At Frankel’s, which opened recently, the rock-and-roll
vibe starts at the top – perhaps because one of brothers
who co-owns the place, Alex Frankel, is an actual rock
star. He’s one-half of the dance-music duo Holy Ghost!,
which has worked with the likes of Katy Perry and Moby.
The Frankels can count friends like El-P, a self-described
“half-Jewish” music producer who is part of the group Run
the Jewels, among the deli’s investors.
But this isn’t just some half-hearted attempt to cash in
on Brooklyn’s cultural cachet, the Frankel brothers insist.
“I know, for some people, that we’re both really young
and we live in Williamsburg, they might have this idea
that we’re two hipsters opening a restaurant,” said Zach
Frankel, 29. He may not actually be in an indie band, but
with his Chuck Taylors, five o’clock shadow and smattering
of tattoos, he certainly looks the part. “But for us, we see
it as trying to start a small family business,” he said with
no apparent irony.
Just two days prior to their deli’s opening, Zach Frankel sat down with JTA inside the small restaurant space.
Workers were busy assembling the neon Frankel’s sign
in the window while Alex Frankel, 33, was busy moving
around sandwich ingredients and vats of matzah ball soup.
Frankel’s is the latest manifestation of a surprising Jewish
deli renaissance that has gained momentum in New York
City over the past few years. Sadelle’s, a part-appetizing,
part-sandwich shop that opened in Soho last fall, and

Alex Frankel, left, and Zach Frankel, right, with Nev
Schulman from the MTV show “Catfish” inside Frankel’s
Delicatessen. (Screenshot from Instagram)

Harry and Ida’s Meat and Supply Co., an East Village deli
that opened last June, both have garnered rave reviews.
Shelsky’s, a smoked fish and appetizing shop in Cobble
Hill, also in Brooklyn, expanded in 2014 after three years
in business. Mile End Delicatessen, which re-creates the
Montreal Jewish deli experience in Brooklyn, opened a
second location in Manhattan in 2012.
And the old-timers are doing well, too: The Lower East
Side fixture Katz’s Deli – yes, the place of “When Harry
Met Sally” fame – will expand to Brooklyn this fall; Russ
and Daughters, the century-old appetizing shop, opened an
upscale, sit-down location in 2014, followed by an outpost
at the Jewish Museum in February.
While all the new delis share an old-meets-new appeal,
there are some differences, too. Frankel’s is sticking
to the Jewish food classics for now – smoked fish and
pastrami sandwiches, bagels, hot dogs and matzah ball
soup – while Harry and Ida’s serves maple-smoked
pastrami with buttermilk-fermented cucumbers and an
anchovy-and-lemon mustard.
But they all aim to make Jewish food a mainstream
delicacy – and, if possible, cool.
Ted Merwin, author of “Pastrami on Rye: An Overstuffed
History of the Jewish Deli,” said these delis have created
a “nouveau ghetto” appeal. “It’s a version of a past generation’s experience without the grittiness,” said Merwin,
a professor at Dickinson College.
This new, hip crop of delis is a far cry from the grimier
hole-in-the-wall eateries of yesteryear. Back in the 1930s,
Merwin said, there were some 1,500 Jewish delis across
the five boroughs. A high proportion of them were kosher
(Frankel’s is not) and didn’t mix fish and meat – hence the
arrival of appetizing-only smoked fish and bagel shops.
Merwin links the decline of deli culture to Jewish migration to the suburbs in the 1960s and ‘70s. Jews began
buying their brunch food at supermarkets and also started
to view deli fare, which is loaded with salt and fat, as one
of the “unhealthiest things you can put in your body,” he
said. By the late 1990s, Merwin estimates, there were only
about 15 kosher delis left in New York City.
By contrast, the new delis are “destination restaurants,”
he said – places that are trying to strike a balance between
mining New York’s rich Jewish history and thriving in the
city’s competitive, expensive food world.
“There is this appeal to nostalgia that’s going on, but
there’s also this sense that Jewish food is suddenly very
popular again,” Merwin said. “They have to kind of hit
that sweet spot between nostalgia and appeal to non-Jews.”
Frankel’s appears to have located that spot: The interior
is sleek and modern, with subway-tiled walls and white
shelving. Yet behind the deli counter hang black-and-white
photos of past generations of the Frankel family – a clear
homage to their Jewish New York lineage.
Frankel’s Instagram page – even the fact that the deli has
an Instagram page – is a testament to the deli’s cross-generational, cross-ethnic appeal. In its first week, the eatery
attracted everyone from a Holocaust survivor from Queens
to the rapper Action Bronson, who has a Jewish mother
and also hosts a food show on Vice’s new TV channel.
One of the deli’s first promotional graphics plays off
the Levy’s rye bread campaign of yore: “You don’t have
to be Jewish to love Frankel’s” reads the caption of a
picture of a smiling hipster type who’s about to bite into
a pastrami sandwich.
As for the brothers Frankel – who consider themselves

A view outside Frankel’s
Delicatessen on its opening
d a y. ( P h o t o b y G a b e
Friedman)

To our readers...
I want to remind you to let our advertisers know that you saw their ad here in THE REPORTER!
It is so important to remember when you go to get your hair done or buy something at their
store or use their services that you say I SAW YOUR AD IN THE REPORTER! They want to know.
Thank you,
Bonnie Rozen
Advertising Executive
Published by the Jewish Federation of Greater Binghamton

Rapper Action Bronson, left, chowed down on some
Frankel’s fare with the Frankel brothers, Zach, right, and
Alex. (Screenshot from Instagram)
“not very religious” – they say they’ve been “obsessed”
with deli food since they were little. That’s partially thanks
to a particularly fertile home turf: Manhattan’s Upper
West Side has a number of Jewish eateries, including
Barney Greengrass and Murray’s Sturgeon Shop. “We
didn’t necessarily look forward to sitting in temple for
12 hours, but we looked forward to the breakfast afterward,” Zach said.
Zach Frankel – who worked as a chef at the Israeli
restaurant Jack’s Wife Freda in SoHo – said he had fantasized for years about opening his own deli. He may not
be the first Frankel to realize that dream: Family lore has
it there was once a Frankel’s Deli a couple of generations
ago, though for now the claim is unsubstantiated.
However, the brothers’ grandfather had owned a store,
Frankel’s, which sold women’s clothing. The pair drew
See “Deli” on page 8

Women

Continued from page 2

victims of sexual violence,” she told a reporter. “It is immature and ignorant to think that consent doesn’t apply
to students who are shomer negiah,” meaning those who
refrain from physical contact with members of the opposite
sex. “Marital rape happens all the time. There are so many
women who want to say no, but don’t know how.”
Robinson added: “Rape can happen to anybody. Generally rape occurs between two known parties. Shomer
negiah doesn’t protect against rape.”
Blaming the victim is not an excuse that is solely
employed by Pruzansky, but it is disturbing given his
fairly prominent position. As Passover approaches, we
are ready to say “dayenu,” enough.
Some people may shrug off the angry and misguided
words of a pulpit rabbi, and many have done so for
decades. But a rabbi who presides over a congregation
of more than 600 families is not marginal. A rabbi who
has been awarded leadership positions in the RCA and
the Beth Din of America is not marginal. A rabbi who
chooses to share his thoughts on a blog that is accessible to anyone across the globe is not marginal. A
rabbi who has influence over hundreds of our children
is not marginal.
It is time to stop shrugging our shoulders and pick
up the phone, send e-mails and advocate for the type of
community that Judaism should stand for.
On June 26, Pruzansky’s synagogue will host a day-long
conference of Jewish educators. The “yom iyun,” focusing
on educating and inspiring our children, will include participants from more than 30 Orthodox yeshivas, day schools,
publishers, youth groups and synagogues.
The Jewish Orthodox Feminist Alliance is asking those
who plan to attend to make clear that their sponsorship and
participation is contingent on Pruzansky not speaking at the
conference and, preferably, a change of venue from Bnai
Yeshurun. We are asking people to reach out to any of the
partnering organizations with which they are affiliated.
In doing so, they will take a great step in educating our
children about justice and acceptable behavior.
Pruzansky’s insensitivity and failure to understand the
violent and vicious nature of rape, confusing it with unsatisfying sex and “unrequited love,” indicates he should
not be in a position to preach about values we want to pass
on to our children.
I am asking everyone to keep writing e-mails and making calls to the partnering organizations and sponsors. A
conference that is striving to promote “Building Strong
Families Together” should not provide yet another platform
for inaccuracies and hatred, nor should the conference be
held in the locale that allows such words to permeate the
community at large.
Sharon Weiss-Greenberg, Ph.D., is executive director
of the Jewish Orthodox Feminist Alliance.
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Response to antisemitism drives a wedge
between British Jews and Labour leader

By Cnaan Liphshiz
(JTA) – Even before he was kicked out of Britain’s
Labour Party for saying that Israel runs the Islamic
State terrorist group, Bob Campbell was a marginal
figure within the party. A former forest ranger and
first-aid trainer from northern England, Campbell,
49, began his Labour career last year volunteering
to help the campaign of Jeremy Corbyn – a veteran
socialist who, since being elected Labour chairman
in September, has both impressed and alienated many
Britons with his views on the redistribution of wealth
inside Britain and beyond.
One of thousands of voters who became Labour
members since September in what British media have
termed “the Corbyn effect,” Campbell was elected
on March 25 to his first position within Labour, as
a regional party outreach officer. But his short-lived
career with Labour ended abruptly in March. Amid
intense media scrutiny over antisemitic rhetoric by
party members, the Labour leadership banned him
for a Facebook post claiming that Israel got ISIS
to kill 32 people in Brussels to punish Belgium for
supporting Palestinians.
Corbyn’s detractors say his past support for enemies
of Israel is now emboldening Labour activists like Campbell and eroding the Jewish community’s trust in what
historically has been a political home for many of its
members. Defenders of Corbyn, however, argue that the
ejection of Campbell illustrates Corbyn’s determination
to fight vitriol and antisemitism.
The debate came to a head in March after Jonathan
Arkush, president of the Board of Deputies of British
Jews, said that under Corbyn, “most people in the Jewish
community can’t trust Labour.” In an interview with the
Evening Standard, Arkush cited a string of incidents of
antisemitic speech by Labour activists. (British media
has reported at least five cases since March.)
Such criticism by a mainstream and nonpartisan organ
of the Jewish community against a specific party and its
leader “is something we haven’t seen in many decades,”
said Keith Kahn-Harris, a sociologist and fellow of the
Institute for Jewish Policy Research and a lecturer at Leo
Baeck College in London.
One case that triggered Arkush’s rebuke involved
Vicki Kirby, a party activist who suggested on social
media that Adolf Hitler might be a “Zionist god” and that
Jews have “big noses.” She was suspended. In another,
Aysegul Gurbuz, a London-area politician, was suspended
and later resigned after her Twitter account was found
to feature praise for Hitler and for Iran’s plans to “wipe
Israel off the map.”
Corbyn has caught flak in the past for his ties to groups
and individuals with similar views. During his campaign
for Labour chairman, he was challenged repeatedly for
his 2009 invitation to Hamas and Hezbollah activists to
attend an event at Britain’s Parliament that he hosted. “It
will be my pleasure, my honor, to host” the event, Corbyn said at the time, “where our friends from Hezbollah,
obviously, will be speaking and I’ve also invited friends
from Hamas.”
Corbyn’s Jewish supporters – a minority in Britain, but nonetheless a sizable group, according to
Kahn-Harris – defended him, citing his consistent
opposition to racism. Jon Lansman, an ex-kibbutznik
who is one of Corbyn’s right-hand people, blamed
leaders of “right-wing Zionism” for the attacks on his
boss. The right-wing Zionists “have other reasons for
castigating Jeremy Corbyn and his supporters, and
there is no shortage of commentators or politicians
who have little interest in combating antisemitism in
Britain to lap this up,” he wrote in February in a Jewish
Chronicle column about alleged antisemitism at the
Oxford University Labour Club.
Yet with incidents piling up, Corbyn has come under
mounting pressure from senior members of his party,
who accuse him of doing too little to stop such behavior.
Former Labour minster Tom Harris said the party has
“a problem with Jews,” while another former minister,
Angela Smith, urged Corbyn to do more. So did Sadiq
Khan, a London mayoral hopeful and a Muslim.
Eric Moonman, a Jewish former politician for
Labour, told JTA that “under Corbyn, Labour is no
longer my home.” And a Jewish Labour member of
Parliament, Louise Elleman, told Sky News on April
6 that while Corbyn has “spoken out clearly” against
antisemitism, “there’s got to be some action, and we
haven’t seen enough.”
Heeding this pressure, Corbyn on April 11 told the BBC
that “antisemitism is absolutely abhorrent and wrong” and
that anyone making such statements “is auto-excluded
from the party. We have suspended, we will suspend,
any member that behaves in that way.” But leaders of
British Jewry need additional reassurances, Arkush told
JTA, in light of what he called Corbyn’s “belittling of
the problem.”

Labour Party leader Jeremy Corbyn spoke at an antinuclear protest in central London on February 27. (Photo
by Dan Kitwood/Getty Images)
Arkush was referring to Corbyn’s recent response
about a tweet by his brother, Piers, dismissing Elleman’s
claim that the Labour leader had not done enough to
tackle antisemitism. Piers Corbyn wrote on Twitter:
“Absurd. Zionists can’t cope with anyone supporting
rights for Palestine.”
Asked for a comment by The Sun, Corbyn said: “My
brother isn’t wrong.” He also said of Labour’s antisemitism
issues: “I wouldn’t call it a crisis, we as a party are taking
resolute action.”

Earlier the week of April 15, Michael Foster, a
British Jew whose family gave Labour more than
$570,000 last year, cited that quote in an op-ed explaining that he had stopped donating to Labour’s
leadership. Corbyn’s statement “shows only his
callousness and contempt for the history of the Jews
in Europe,” Foster wrote.
The Board of Deputies wants Corbyn to distance
himself from his brother’s statement, repudiate his
expressions of friendship toward antisemitic entities or
people, and continue to take disciplinary action against
antisemites, Arkush told JTA. If Corbyn does not meet
these three expectations, Arkush said, then “the Jewish community has no choice but to speak loudly and
clearly, and [if] this means a problem in the relations
with the leader of the party, then so be it.”
Spokesmen for Corbyn and Labour did not reply to
JTA’s request for comment in time for publication.
Still, Kahn-Harris says he is confident that as Corbyn
matures as leader of the opposition, he will learn to
apply better judgment on how he deals with the Jewish
community and the anti-Israel and antisemitic activists
giving the party a bad name. “This is a guy who was on
the margins of politics for two, three decades, free to do
pretty much whatever he wanted,” Kahn-Harris said of
Corbyn. “In just a few months, he’s been heavily scrutinized and confronted with unwise choices he’s made in the
people with whom he’s made common cause. Hopefully
he’ll reconsider his choices.”
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Israel’s national library turns the page with an eye
on community, technology
By Judy Lash Balint
JNS.org
The recent groundbreaking ceremony for
the new building of the National Library
of Israel, a major event in the history of
Jerusalem, was “a deeply personal moment”
for many of the participants.
Israeli President Reuven Rivlin presented the library with a handwritten book
that had belonged to his father, which
included poems and prose by 17th-century
scholar Rabbi Israel Najara. Prime Minister
Benjamin Netanyahu reminisced about the
amount of time spent by his father, Prof.
Benzion Netanyahu, a historian and editor
of the “Encyclopedia Hebraica,” in the
library’s reading room.
“My father belonged to a group of
scholars for whom the National Library was
home,” recalled the prime minister, who
announced at the event that his family is
donating the archives of Benzion Netanyahu
to the NLI.
For Sandy Gottesman, head of the David
S. and Ruth L. Gottesman Fund as well as
one of the major private donors to the library
renewal project, the memories invoked were
also of family members. In his remarks, he
noted the efforts of his great-great-grandfather, David Gottesman, who purchased
land in Jerusalem in the 1860s, and his
uncle, D. Samuel Gottesman, who funded
the 1965 construction of the Shrine of the
Book, which houses the Dead Sea Scrolls.
The NLI, founded in 1892 – well before
the establishment of the state of Israel – has
been housed since 1960 in a building in the
center of the Givat Ram campus of Hebrew
University of Jerusalem. With little visibility
to the general public and limited accessibility,
the library has struggled to take its place as a
central cultural focus for residents and visitors.
The collections of the NLI are a repository of the cultural history of the Jewish
people and encompass five million books,
among them many rare and ancient volumes, including the original writings of
Maimonides, Franz Kafka, Sigmund Freud
and Albert Einstein. By law, as any Israeli
author will tell you, two copies of every
book published in Israel – in any language
– must be deposited at the NLI.

In 2007, the National Library Law was
passed by the Israeli Knesset, followed
in 2008-10 by a Master Plan for Library
Renewal designed to efficiently move the
library into the 21st century, as well as to
preserve and open access to the cultural and
intellectual treasures of the state of Israel
and the Jewish people that are safeguarded
in its collections. But the new building, to be
located between the Israel Museum and the
Knesset, is “to be much more than a library,”
asserted NLI Director Oren Weinberg.
“It’s going to be a cultural institution,”
Weinberg noted, explaining that the library
will be open to the outside world in every
sense of the word. “The cultural, educational and research functions will all operate
together in a harmonized way.”
Some of the book collections will be
visible to the street and the library’s outdoor
space will include an amphitheater and
sculptures. The new facility will span approximately 45,000 square meters (484,376
square feet), including six above-ground
floors and four below-ground floors. The
building is designed by the Herzog and
de Meuron architects from Switzerland,
together with an Israeli firm, Amir Mann
– Ami Shinar Architects and Planners
Ltd. Partners in the $200 million renewal
project include the Israeli government, the
Rothschild family under the auspices of
the Yad Hanadiv foundation and the David
and Ruth Gottesman family of New York.
Weinberg said that “creating community” is one goal of the library, and with
increasing numbers of people working
online, the library hopes to be seen as an
open and accessible place that is inviting to
all sectors of the population. “People will
draw inspiration from what’s been collected
here over 120 years,” he said. “We want
those who come as visitors to become users.”
At the ceremony, David Blumberg, chairman of NLI’s board, said that world leaders
visiting Israel always pay their respects at
the Yad Vashem Holocaust museum and
memorial to understand what was done to
the Jews in the 20th century. When the new
building is completed, he said, “Those
leaders will go to Yad Vashem, but they’ll
also come to the library to see what the

A rendering of the forthcoming new National Library of Israel building. (Photo courtesy
of the National Library of Israel)
Jewish people have done for the world. The
national library of Israel will be the most
significant cultural institution in the Jewish
world and the state of Israel.”
In his remarks, Lord Jacob Rothschild
emphasized, “For 2,000 years, the writings
of the Jewish people were scattered across
the world. Now these writings from the past,
books yet to be written and digital materials –
together with a wide range of collections – are
to have a permanent home and one where it
should be – in the heart of Jerusalem. We must
be ready to serve the global virtual community, the Jewish community throughout the
world, all those who make Israel their home,
Jews but also Muslims, Christians, Druze,
Bahai, as well as groups and immigrants from

many countries and cultures.”
As guests left the groundbreaking ceremony, bulldozers could be seen ready to start
on the four-year construction project that will
fulfill the dream of Dr. Joseph Chazanowicz,
who first envisioned an Israeli national library
in the 1890s. In 1899, he wrote, “In Jerusalem,
a great house shall be built, high and lofty,
in which shall be treasured the fruits of the
Jewish people’s endeavor from the moment
it became a nation… and to this great house
shall stream our masters, sages and all the
scholars of our nation, and everyone with a
heart which understands our literature, and
whose spirit years and strives for the Torah
and for wisdom and to know of the history
of our people and the lives of our ancestors.”

NEWS IN BRIEF
From JNS.org

IDF discovers new Hamas-built terror tunnel in Israel

The Israel Defense Forces has discovered a tunnel built by the Hamas terror group
that extended from the Gaza Strip across the border into Israel. Military assessments
indicate that the tunnel, which is 30 meters (about 98 feet) deep, was probably dug after
the IDF destroyed many such tunnels during Operation Protective Edge in 2014. Such
tunnels are built for Hamas terrorists to infiltrate Israel and commit terror attacks in
Israeli territory. The tunnel was uncovered 10 days ago, but permission to announce the
discovery wasn’t given until April 18. The IDF found the tunnel through an alert from an
innovative technological system developed to detect such tunnels in the wake of 2014’s
war with Hamas. The alert system was developed by Israel’s Ministry of Defense’s
Administration for the Development of Weapons and Technological Infrastructure, the
Geophysical Institute of Israel, Elbit Systems Ltd., and another small start-up, reported
the Israeli business website Globes. “The challenge is very big. The tunnels are very
deep. We have capabilities that do not exist anywhere else in the world. We can detect,
at depths of 30 to 40 meters,” a senior security source told The Jerusalem Post.

Report: Brussels terrorists targeted Israelis, Americans,
Russians
The terrorists responsible for the bombings at the Brussels airport and train station
in March specifically targeted Israeli, Russian and American passengers, according to
a new report by the French television station BFM. Mohamed Abrini – who has been
dubbed the “man in the hat” after appearing on closed-circuit television at the airport
just prior to the attack, and was arrested the week of April 15 – told interrogators that
the selected targets were the “departure halls for flights to the United States, Russia
and Tel Aviv.” The terrorists were only able to detonate the bombs near the check-in
counters for those flights, but more than 30 people were still killed. In the wake of the
attacks, the European Union parliament has passed a law requiring all EU countries to
share passenger information for flights coming in an out of Europe, which will allow
for tracking EU citizens traveling back to Europe from Islamic State-controlled areas
in the Middle East.

Ukrainian hotel has policy of turning away Jews, reveals
Jewish leader
A rendering of the inside of the forthcoming new National Library of Israel facility.
(Photo courtesy of the National Library of Israel)
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A hotel in Uman, Ukraine, has a policy that refuses to rent rooms out to Jews, revealed
Eduard Dolinsky, director of the Ukrainian Jewish Committee. Dolinksy said he decided
to call the 17-room Uman City Plaza hotel after reading an online review written by a
Jew who was turned away. “I didn’t believe it, so I called myself,” Dolinsky wrote on his
Facebook page. The hotel administrator replied, “Yes, indeed, rooms are not rented out
to Jews,” and informed Dolinsky that “last time, repairs were necessary after the Jews
stayed in the rooms.” Uman is a popular destination for Jews during the Rosh Hashanah
holiday because it is where Rabbi Nachman of Breslov, founder of the Breslov Chasidic
Jewish sect, is buried. About 25,000 Jews from Israel, the U.S, and Europe visit Uman
for Rosh Hashanah each year.

Deli

inspiration from the shop’s stationery when
designing the deli’s look and feel. (This
updated-retro aesthetic, though crisp and
appealing, may lack a bit in originality: Some
of the interior signage at Frankel’s initially
featured the exact font used at the new Russ
and Daughters. By the restaurant’s opening,
however, it had been changed.)
“We’d be honored to be in the same sentence as [Russ and Daughters],” Zach said.
“So I don’t see them as competition and I
hope that they don’t view us as competition.
I hope that we’re welcomed into that family.”
For now, the Frankel brothers are trying
their best to tune out the celebrity buzz and
focus on producing the best brisket and matzah

Continued from page 6
ball soup they can. They acknowledge that having great food isn’t always enough. After all, a
place like Kutsher’s Tribeca – an upscale eatery
that riffed off the legendary, now-shuttered
Borscht Belt resort – quickly closed despite
rave reviews. “Opening a new restaurant’s
always a terrible idea,” Zach quipped.
But the multicultural buzz that Frankel’s has generated isn’t something that
should be written off too easily. “Some
of my closest friends who are the most
excited about this are not Jewish,” Zach
said. “I think Jewish food is something
that holds no prejudice toward anyone. I
have friends of every ethnicity and they
all love pastrami just the same.”
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By Alina Dain Sharon
JNS.org
In the 1930s, Rabbi Tobias Geffen of
Atlanta began to investigate the hidden
ingredients inside mass-produced foods
and to evaluate whether those ingredients
conflict with kosher laws. He then set a
precedent by getting The Coca-Cola Company to make a kosher-for-Passover version
of its soft drink, convincing the company
to substitute the grain alcohol used in the
processing of its drink to alcohol derived
from molasses.
Geffen’s achievement was a response to
the fact that in the 1920s, “Coke became an
incredibly popular beverage in America,”
and “Jews adopted a custom of making it
available to children during the Passover
seder in lieu of wine,” historian Roger
Horowitz – whose book, “Kosher USA:
How Coke Became Kosher and Other Tales
of Modern Food,” will be published by

Columbia University Press in April – told
JNS.org.
This step by Coca-Cola stood out at a
time when few mainstream food manufacturers were making kosher-for-Passover
products. “Coke was an enormous consumer
product in the 1930s and jealously guarded
its formula,” Horowitz said. Much of the
company’s decision, he explained, rested
on its confidence in Geffen that he would
not reveal the drink’s secret ingredients,
and the episode was “an enormous asset in
persuading other conventional food firms
to secure kosher certification.”
Geffen personally issued a kosher-for-Passover certification on Coke,
eventually passing the baton to another
rabbi. Meanwhile, the founder of the Orthodox Union and its kosher-certification
labeling, Abraham Goldstein, was another
figure dedicated to the science of figuring
out what’s inside foods and whether those

A kosher-for-Passover bottle of Coca-Cola,
distinguished from ordinary Coca-Cola
bottles by its yellow cap. (Photo by Mark
H. Anbinder via Flickr.com)
ingredients are acceptable for Passover, as
well as for kosher-observant consumption
year-round. He was particularly interested
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in ice cream, surveying its manufacturers
to determine what they were putting inside
their products and ultimately deciding that
Breyers ice cream, for instance, is acceptable
to eat during Passover.
But Goldstein was simply reviewing
foods as they existed at the time. The fact
that Coca-Cola chose to make a distinct
version of its drink for Passover, therefore,
was a big exception.
Rabbi Moshe Elefant, chief operating
officer of the OU’s kosher-certifying arm,
told JNS.org that subsequently, the OU
began to certify Coke for Passover around
1989-1990, after the company removed high
fructose corn syrup from its Passover drink
and replaced it with sugar. These bottles are
known today for their distinct yellow caps.
When the OU certifies a product as
generally kosher, it is typically sufficient for rabbinical supervisors to make
See “Companies” on page 10
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Companies
occasional visits to a company to make sure that the
product is being produced in accordance with kosher
standards. When it comes to Passover, however, making
a product that is kosher for the holiday requires full-time
rabbinical supervision. One other food that illustrates
this situation is quinoa, a type of grain that was only
in recent years certified as both kosher and kosher for
Passover by the OU. “One of the staples of the kosher
diet now is sushi. But there’s a problem with sushi on
Passover because sushi is made with rice, and Jews of
Ashkenazi descent don’t eat rice on Passover. How are
you going to survive eight to nine days without sushi?
You make it with quinoa,” Elefant said.
After many public requests for the OU to certify quinoa,
rabbis needed to make their decision based on ancient texts
and rules that were written in an era when quinoa did not
exist. “After much deliberation and discussion, we determined that quinoa is not part of that legume family. Then
we sent a rabbi to the mountains of Peru, where quinoa
grows and is packaged,” where he needed to see if “the
quinoa is packaged or processed in the same machinery or
equipment as non-kosher for Passover products, [which]
would for lack of a better word contaminate the quinoa,”
Elefant explained.
As a result – and similarly to how kosher-for-Passover Coke is produced – about once a year, producers
of kosher-for-Passover quinoa make a certain amount
of quinoa specifically for Passover. It is labeled “OUP,”
with full rabbinical supervision of the production process.
Then the rabbis go home, and come back later for the next
production round.
Today, many food ingredients, as well as the final food
product, are often made far away from the grocery shelves,
particularly in the Far East, Elefant said. Therefore, the OU
has become a highly global operation, with a presence in 80
countries. In addition, “the equipment used to manufacture

Continued from page 9
food is all obviously new equipment that didn’t exist in
the time of the Talmud,” he said.
In the current era of mass food production, the OU has
needed to find out how to make production equipment
kosher without the guidance of original source material
with instructions on the issue. Contemporary rabbis need
to be “extremely knowledgeable in understanding the machinery that manufactures food,” and in knowing how to
conduct the koshering process without breaking “a piece
of equipment that costs millions of dollars,” Elefant said.
One issue that comes up with regard to Passover and
food, according to Roger Horowitz, involves oils that may
be used during the holiday. For instance, corn oil cannot
be used, so rabbis must figure out how to control the oil
while it is being shipped in trucks across long distances in
order to make sure the oil is not contaminated. All tankers
need to be washed and sealed by rabbis before they can be
reloaded, and any holding tanks must also be monitored
by rabbis. Then, inside the factories, sophisticated control
systems are also in place.
“You have to embed kosher requirements into the very
food system, and what’s remarkable is how successful
Orthodox Jews have been in embedding those requirements
in our industrial food system,” Horowitz said.
Elefant cited another example of a product the OU has
certified for Passover – canned tuna. “Over the years, we
have made [specialized Passover] runs of tuna for Chicken
of the Sea, Bumblebee, etc.,” he said. “The tuna fish itself
as a fish is inherently kosher for Passover. But all the other
ingredients to make the tuna, [like] the vegetable broth
that they sometimes put into the tuna… are not necessarily
kosher for Passover.”
In yet another illustration, coffee doesn’t always require
an OUP label to be considered as kosher for Passover.
The OU also recommends one-ingredient foods that are
considered kosher for Passover without requiring the foods
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to be labeled with an OUP. Decaffeinated coffee, however,
can only be consumed on Passover if the decaffeination
process does not involve an alcohol made out of grains or
corn. Brands that the OU deems appropriate for Passover
include Nescafe’s Taster’s Choice and Folgers. “We had
to review the entire decaffeination process to make sure
there’s no issue,” Elefant said, noting that in these cases,
the products were deemed appropriate for the Jewish holiday as they are. Yet in the case of Bosco chocolate syrup,
which has also been labeled OUP, a separate version of the
syrup needed to be made for Passover.
Statistics compiled by Lubicom Marketing Consulting
(an agency working with kosher food producers) for last
year’s Kosherfest trade show revealed the production of 600
new products for Passover, and that 40 percent of annual
kosher food sales came during the roughly month-long
period including and surrounding Passover.
Passover is the “most widely observed holiday on the
Jewish calendar,” said Lubicom President Menachem
Lubinsky, with an estimated 70 percent of all U.S. Jews
attending at least one Passover seder.
Lubinsky added that making special Passover runs of
products does not stop at food. Aluminum foil companies
producing kosher-for-Passover foil “have to use cleaning
agents that are [suitable] for Passover. They do a special
run and they have an OUP on them. The amount of those
products that is consumed for Passover is enormous…[and]
it’s good business [for the company to produce them].”
On the marketing side of the issue, Lubinsky sees a
growth in the advertising of kosher-for-Passover products. “You see a lot of supermarket ads that highlight
Passover specials. There are also a lot of online apps
with Passover products. I see technology being used in
a big way,” he said.
When a mainstream, non-Jewish company approaches
Lubicom with an interest in marketing a kosher-for-Passover version of its product, Lubinsky first determines if the
product is unique and, if it is, he suggests that the company
“be very user-friendly in teaching consumers how to use
the product” through recipes, meal ideas, and tie-ins with
other products that are also kosher for Passover.
As for Coca-Cola, when it had removed high fructose
corn syrup from its ingredients in 1990, it did so in response
to Passover consumers’ demand. But in more recent years,
Elefant noted, consumers “are actually trying to stay away
from high fructose corn syrup” for health reasons, prompting a growing number of food producers to remove the
substance from many products and use natural sugars or
fruit sugars as substitutes. This makes such products easier
to certify as kosher for Passover. In the end, Elefant said,
“it always boils down to dollars and cents.”
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Podcast on Jewish
women

Jewish Women’s Archives offers a monthly podcast called “Can We Talk?” It can be
found at http://jwa.org/podcasts/canwetalk.
It offers stories and conversations about Jewish women
and the issues that shape their public and private lives.
Alternating between a documentary style and a roundtable
format, it includes profiles of historical and contemporary
Jewish women, discussions of culture, politics and current
events, and little-known stories from the past and present.

Exhibit on Jews’ contributions to
early American Republic

The Princeton University Art Museum in Princeton, NJ,
is holding the exhibit “By Dawn’s Early Light: Jewish Contributions to American Culture from the Nation’s Founding
to the Civil War” until June 12. It looks at the ways “Jews
adopted and adapted American and Jewish artistic idioms
to express themselves in new ways as Americans and as
Jews.” The exhibit shows how an American Jewish culture
developed. Featured are more than 160 books, maps, manuscripts, prints and paintings. These include early novels,
plays, scientific treatises and religious works produced by
Jews in the United States.
For more information, visit http://artmuseum.princeton.
edu/art/exhibitions/1655 or contact the museum at 609258-3788.

Photos of Israel

The website This Place, www.this-place.org, offers
photographs of Israel and the West Bank. According to
the site, the photos seek to “explore the complexity of
[the area], as place and metaphor, through the eyes of
12 internationally acclaimed photographers.” Photographers include Frédéric Brenner, Wendy Ewald, Martin
Kollar, Josef Koudelka, Jungjin Lee, Gilles Peress, Fazal
Sheikh, Stephen Shore, Rosalind Fox Solomon, Thomas
Struth, Jeff Wall and Nick Waplington. It also includes
interviews and additional information about each of the
photographers. (See related article on page 1.)
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By Deborah Fineblum
JNS.org
This is not your Bible’s eighth plague. Passover story,
welcome to the 21st century – and meet the robotic locusts.
Exodus 10:13-15 states, “So Moses stretched out his
staff over Egypt, and the Lord made an east wind blow
across the land all that day and all that night. By morning
the wind had brought the locusts; they invaded all Egypt
and settled down in every area of the country in great
numbers. Never before had there been such a plague of
locusts, nor will there ever be again. They covered all the
ground until it was black. They devoured all that was left
after the hail – everything growing in the fields and the
fruit on the trees. Nothing green remained on tree or plant
in all the land of Egypt.”
Imagine Moses’s surprise if he knew that generations
later, his descendants would invent a small machine that,
in nearly every detail, is a dead ringer for the kind of locust
that devoured everything left standing in Egypt after the
hail (seventh plague of 10) had done its damage.
From conception to birth, the new robot – announced
in January – was a collaborative affair. Prof. Amir Ayali
of the Department of Zoology at Tel Aviv University’s
Faculty of Life Sciences teamed up to create it with Dr.
Gabor Kosa of TAU’s Faculty of Engineering and Dr. Uri
Ben-Hanan of the Department of Mechanical Engineering
at ORT Braude College in Karmiel, Israel.
The body of the bio-inspired robot, nicknamed
“TAUB” (for Tel Aviv University and Ort Braude
College) was produced by a 3D printer using the same
plastic Legos are made of. Its legs are fashioned of carbon rods, its springs of steel wire. An energy efficient
single lithium battery can power up to 1,000 jumps of
more than 11 feet (unlike drones, they say, which have
limited time in the air). Remarkably despite its power,
TAUB weighs less than an ounce and measures a mere
four inches long. It is also easy and cheap to produce,
projected to cost around $100.

But the robotic locust is not a parlor trick. TAUB is
designed to play a role in everything from surveillance to
entering dangerous places humans should avoid, such as
toxic oil spills.
No one should be surprised that this puny-but-powerful
new robot is from Israel. This tiny Mideast country with
the highest per-capita rate of medical patents in the world
is the source of countless life-changing inventions, including much of our cell phone technology, Intel processors,
USB flash drivers, electric car and firewall technologies,
drip irrigation, the pill video camera, community-based
navigation (Waze) and the lifesaving Iron Dome missile
defense system.
Indeed, technology – regardless of its origins – continues
to enhance not only security and the quality of life around
the world, but Jewish practice as well. Consider Shabbat
elevators, Shabbat wheelchairs, Shabbat ovens and even
DNA testing, the latter of which has interesting things to
add to the discussion of who is a Jew, tracing the regional
roots of a Jewish family, and determining which genetic
diseases pose a risk to a Jewish couple’s offspring. Not
to mention the elephant in the room: the Internet, which
has spawned such game-changers as online matchmaking
services as well as long-distance Jewish learning and High
Holiday services.
“Technology has virtually erased the borders that
separate us,” says Rabbi Jason Miller, owner of Access
Computer Technology in Detroit and a blogger on the convergence of technology and Judaism. “Now you can live
anywhere and order matzoh on Amazon.com, Skype into
your nephew’s bris in Brooklyn from your living room in
Iowa, and discover new Passover recipes and songs from
Jewish communities thousands of miles away.”
Rabbi David Aaron, dean of Isralight – a provider of
“innovative educational solutions that empower Jews to
experience the relevance, wisdom and joy of Jewish living” – agrees that “technology is taking us more and more
beyond the limitations of time and space, which divides
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Tel Aviv University’s robotic locust. (Photo courtesy
American Friends of Tel Aviv University)
us. It allows us to connect in amazing ways.”
In fact, like countless other contemporary commentators, Aaron and his colleagues extend Isralight’s reach to
the thousands who regularly visit its website or receive its
weekly “Sparks” or “Small Tastings” e-mail distributions.
The e-mails carry words and ideas that travel vast distances from Isralight’s Jerusalem headquarters. Yet the rabbi
warns that we should be cautious about the convenience
of the Internet. “The technical connection could become
a substitute for real relationship,” he says.
Miller also acknowledges the dangers of technical
connecting, chief among them isolation. “Nothing is perfect,” he says. “[The ability to communicate virtually] is
maybe 92-percent positive, but there is a dark side when
someone only connects when he’s on his computer sitting
in his basement, because there is something powerful and
very Jewish about the concept of a minyan, of physically
being together.”
See “Locusts” on page 12
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Meet five Israeli companies driving disability tech
By Ben Sales
you,” said Zalevsky, an engineering professor at Bar-Ilan
TEL AVIV (JTA) – After a missile strike during the
University. “Instead of reaching out in front of you, the
1973 Yom Kippur War left Omer Zur’s father paralyzed
picture comes to your head.”
from the chest down, his dad vowed to continue life as
Gemon
normal. But there was one Israeli pastime he couldn’t
The screen looks a little like the classic 1980s arcade
enjoy: hiking.
game Frogger, in which an amphibian tries to cross a busy
“He’d say, ‘I’ll go in the car and meet you on the
street. In this version, a red car has to maneuver through
other side,’” said Zur, a certified Israeli tour guide. “I
blue cars to reach an open lane – but instead of using buttons
said, ‘Why can’t he do this with us?’”
and a joystick, players move the car by raising a pole from
In 2008, Zur decided that he and his wheelchair-user
one notch to the next. Sensors in each notch capture the
father would complete a 300-mile trek in southern Turkey.
motion and project the car’s progress on an iPad.
With the help of dozens of friends who joined them on segThe game, the initial offering from the startup Gemon,
helps strengthen the upper back of people with disabilments of the hike, Zur and his father were able to complete
the trail, sleep in tents and cook meals over an open fire.
ities or those recovering from an injury. The company
The hike sparked Paratrek, a startup Zur founded in
aims to “game-ify” rehabilitation to relieve the tedium
2014 that aims to make hiking accessible to people with
of staring at an exercise machine all day. Co-founders
paraplegia by outfitting wheelchairs with accessories that The Israeli startup Paratrek created an augmented wheelchair Tomer Yannay and Ohad Doron are also creating a sensor
enable them to travel over rough terrain.
that allows people with paraplegia to go on hikes. (Photo courtesy that can be attached to any workout machine to transform
We are
recruiting
The company
is onecurrently
of several startups
focused on improv- of Paratrek)
the exercise into a game. Eventually, Yannay said, the
ing the lives of the
nearly
million
Israelis
with disabilities.
games could even appear in health clubs.
for
fullone
and
part
time
A3I, a startup accelerator run by PresenTense that fosters
Easy Stroll
Zur and Demeter also act as hiking consultants for
CNA’s, RN’s
and
LPN’s
social entrepreneurship,
is housed
at Beit
Issie Shapiro, an would-be hikers. Understanding their clients’ physical
Adira was eight months pregnant and about to become
Israeli
advocacy
people
disabilities
$6000
signorganization
on bonusforfor
fullwith
time
RN’s limits and where they want to hike, the company can set a single mother, but she had a problem: She couldn’t take
and backed by the Jewish Federation of Greater Los An- up a trek and even join in to make sure all goes smoothly. her baby for a walk.
geles. It has helped
launch
22 disability
projects in the past
Adira is in a wheelchair and can’t push a stroller. She
The pair have set up hikes across Israel, as well as in
Absolut
Care
of Endicott
two years. Tikkun Olam Makers, a three-day competition France and, later this year, in Switzerland. They’re also contacted Dana Yichye-Shwachman, a designer with
301 Nantucket
Drive
where tech entrepreneurs
design projects
for people with looking into using rescue equipment to help people with Jonathan Bar-Or Industrial Design. Yichye-Shwachman
disabilities, hadEndicott,
three events NY
in Israel
in 2014 and 2015.
responded with Easy Stroll, an aluminum attachment to
disabilities climb mountainsides.
13760
“We very much think one of the missing approaches
the wheelchair’s footboard that latches on to a stroller.
IC Touch
in the world
of
disability
is
the
entrepreneurial
approach,”
Yichye-Shwachman posted a video of the product online
A
pair
of
glasses
normally
would
be
useless
to
a
blind
Our full-time positions offer a
said Shira Ruderman, director of the Ruderman Family person, but Zeev Zalevsky’s glasses don’t help somebody and received 30 e-mails for new orders. She is now creating
of health
insurance
Foundation,variety
which supports
A3I. “We
wanted to work with see what’s in front of them – the glasses help people feel it. a prototype that will fit a variety of wheelchairs and strollers.
organizations
that
are
not
disability
oriented.”
Siman Shenagish
Zalevsky’s startup, IC Touch, makes glasses that take
programs, vacation, sick and
Here are five Israeli companies helped by A3I that are and process a picture before sending a signal to a set of
Few children have to accompany their parents to the
personal
including
weekly
pay.
making
the worldtime,
more accessible
to people
with disabilities.
tiny mirrors that are millimeters from the wearer’s eyes. bank and explain to them that their account is in overdraft,
Paratrek
The mirrors then send a set of vibrations to the cornea but for Tal Bousidan, days like that were routine.
Care ofZiv
Endicott
bereason that make the cornea “feel” objects in the space around it.
Zur Absolut
and his co-founder,
Demeter, will
saw no
Bousidan was born to two deaf parents. With sign-lanwhy people
in
wheelchairs
should
not
enjoy
a
hike.
So
guage
interpreters in short supply in Israel, he would fill the
Instead
of
guiding
themselves
with
a
stick
or
a
dog,
holding an additional opportunity
they outfitted a chair with oversize wheels, mountain Zalevsky said, blind people can feel their surroundings with role for his parents, explaining to them what bank tellers
for
bike-style tires
andopen
a wideinterviews
rod in back foron
easier pushing. the glasses, even identifying objects up to a half-mile away. and shop clerks were unable to communicate on their own.
A Saturday,
U-shaped harness
attached
to
the
front
allows it to be
Now a professional sign-language interpreter, Bousidan
“It’s like if you close your eyes and feel your surroundings
June 13, 2015 from 10am-3pm.
pulled like a rickshaw.
with your fingertips, you can imagine what’s in front of has created a startup that provides instantaneous Hebrew
sign-language translation via tablet computers.
If you are unable to attend,
The startup, Siman Shenagish – Hebrew for “accesstop by at one of our weekly
sible sign” – has a pilot running at a health clinic in the
southern city of Ashkelon. Deaf patients tap on the iPad,
open interviews every Thursday from
and a full-time translator appears on the screen ready to
10-5pm or email resumes
translate for the doctor. The startup has plans to expand
to Tel Aviv, and Bousidan hopes to provide translation in
to jpapucci@absolutcare.com
other languages in the future.
This article is part of a series tied to Jewish Disability
FAMILY
and
Inclusion Awareness Month that is part of a partnership
Family & Cosmetic
with
the Ruderman Family Foundation. The foundation
DENTAL
Dentistry
aims to advocate for and advance the inclusion of people
PRACTICE
in a friendly,
with disabilities throughout the Jewish community. To learn
OF BINGHAMTON, PC
caring setting
more, visit the www.rudermanfoundation.org.
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Locusts

Continued from page 11

In her 2015 book, “Digital Judaism: Jewish Negotiations
with Digital Media and Culture,” Heidi Campbell takes an
analytical view of the impact technology has on Jewish life.
“People think that religious people reject technology, but
we found otherwise,” she writes. “As each monotheistic
religion goes through its own negotiation between religious
law and tradition and modernity, each one decides what is
comfortable to its particular culture.”
An example: Jews who needed to ride up many floors
invented the “Shabbat elevator,” which automatically
stops on each floor, to resolve the tension between law
and necessity. What’s unique about Jewish life in modern
times, Campbell argues, is the emerging technology Jews
tend to adopt. “These are mostly those [technologies] that
embrace and protect life,” she notes. Included in this category are advances such as artificial insemination, which
was rejected by many forms of Christianity. Though some
haredi Jews eschew computers, most segments of the Jewish
world have employed pioneering techniques in spreading
Jewish learning through the Web, an approach Campbell
calls “innovative and embracing.”
And many a creative compromise has been struck, she
adds. “Rabbis who understood how important cell phones
are these days worked with the cell phone companies to
restrict access, creating together the technology within
tradition now known as the kosher phone,” writes Campbell.
The tech revolution – robotic locusts included – shows
no sign of relinquishing its hold on Jewish life. Next up,
Miller predicts, is virtual and augmented reality. This
means that very soon, when Jewish law confines someone
to their own home while they recite the Kaddish prayer
during shiva (the first week of mourning for an immediate
family member), that person will be able to feel as if he
or she is standing in the middle of the brick-and-mortar
minyan a few miles away, seeing 360 degrees all around
to take in everyone and everything there.
But is that mourner, while observing virtually, counted
as part of the minyan? “We may need to take another look
at the halachah (Jewish law),” says Miller. “Judaism has
always been a fluid religion that grows with the times. It’s
going to be very interesting.”
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news from around isr ael
From JTA

Netanyahu vows to keep Golan
Heights forever
Israel will never give up the Golan Heights, Prime Minister
Benjamin Netanyahu said at the weekly Cabinet meeting on
April 17, a day after the Israeli leader said he delivered the same
message to U.S. Secretary of State John Kerry. The meeting
was held for the first time on the land captured from Syria
during the 1967 Six-Day War. “I chose to hold this festive
Cabinet meeting on the Golan Heights in order to deliver a
clear message: The Golan Heights will forever remain in
Israel’s hands. Israel will never come down from the Golan
Heights,” Netanyahu said. Israel annexed the Golan Heights
in 1981. The international community has never recognized
the annexation. Syrian President Bashar Assad reportedly
has said that one principle upon which peace talks to end his
country’s years-long civil war must be based is that the entire
Golan Heights be considered Syrian and the part annexed by
Israel be considered occupied territory. Netanyahu told the
government ministers at the Cabinet meeting that in speaking with Kerry the previous evening, he told the secretary
of state that Israel “will not oppose a diplomatic settlement
in Syria on condition that it not come at the expense of the
security of the state of Israel,” specifically that Iran, Hezbollah
and the Islamic State will be removed from Syrian soil. He
added that he also told Kerry that Israel will not relinquish
the Golan Heights. Netanyahu called the Golan “an integral
part of the state of Israel in the new era.” He later said: “The
time has come for the international community to recognize
reality, especially two basic facts. One, whatever is beyond
the border, the boundary itself will not change. Two, after 50
years, the time has come for the international community to
finally recognize that the Golan Heights will remain under
Israel’s sovereignty permanently.”

UNESCO resolution ignores Jewish
ties to Temple Mount, Western Wall

A UNESCO resolution does not recognize a Jewish connection to the Western Wall and the Temple Mount and calls
Israel an “occupying power.” The resolution was adopted on
April 15 by the Executive Board of the United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization resolution at a
meeting in Paris. Six months after the organization decided
not to classify the Western Wall as a solely Muslim site, the
measure refers to the Western Wall as Al-Buraq Plaza and
to the Temple Mount as the Al-Aksa Mosque/Al-Haram Al
Sharif. The resolution, which condemns Israeli actions in
eastern Jerusalem, the West Bank and Gaza Strip, accuses
Israel of being an “occupying power,” of “planting Jewish
fake graves in other spaces of the Muslim cemeteries” and
of “the continued conversion of many Islamic and Byzantine
remains into the so-called Jewish ritual baths or into Jewish
prayer places,” according to Israeli newspaper reports. It also
criticizes Israel for its decision to build an egalitarian prayer
area in the Western Wall Plaza and for “illegal measures
against the freedom of worship” at the “Muslim holy site
of worship.” The resolutions refers to the cities of Hebron
and Bethlehem as solely Muslim, and raps Israeli control
over the Tomb of the Patriarchs and Rachel’s Tomb, both in
Hebron. Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu blasted
the resolution. “This is yet another absurd U.N. decision,”
Netanyahu said in a statement issued the night of April
16. “UNESCO ignores the unique historic connection of
Judaism to the Temple Mount, where two temples stood
for a thousand years and to which every Jew in the world
has prayed for thousands of years. The U.N. is rewriting a
basic part of human history and has once again proven that
there is no low to which it will not stoop.”

Right-wing Israeli minister calls for
Gaza port

A right-wing Israeli minister spoke out against “shameful”
conditions Palestinians experience at Israeli checkpoints in
the West Bank. Agriculture Minister Uri Ariel, a member
of the Jewish Home party who advocates for Jews having
greater access to the Temple Mount, said on April 15 that the
current conditions are a “disgrace to the state of Israel and to
the security establishment,” the Times of Israel reported. A
former leader with the Yesha Council, the primary advocacy
group for Jewish settlers in the West Bank, Ariel has been a
longtime supporter of settlement construction and in 2012
settler group Matot Arim named him the second-most right
wing member of the Knesset. In an interview on Tel Aviv
Radio on April 15 morning, Ariel said Israel must do more
to improve the well-being of Palestinians both in the West
Bank and Gaza. He said Gaza Palestinians are hurt by Israel
not allowing the coastal enclave to have an international
port, and West Bank Palestinians are often forced to wait at
checkpoints for hours without shade, water or other shelter
from harsh weather conditions. “Why can’t we fix this?
Why shouldn’t they have a port?” he asked, saying it could
be created with “100 percent security.”

Israeli troops with beards barred
from Yad Vashem ceremony
Israeli commanders forbade soldiers with beards from

participating in a recent Holocaust commemoration event
at the Yad Vashem Holocaust museum in Jerusalem, citing
regulations. An Israel Defense Forces spokesman confirmed
to the news site 0404 the existence of regulations that prevent “any soldier who is not shaven” from participating
in official ceremonies. The spokesperson was replying to
a query following instructions given to troops from the
Paratroopers Brigade. Many Orthodox religious Jews do
not shave their beards and IDF regulations permit facial
hair for religious reasons. But recently, IDF officers have
cracked down on the practice, requiring the signed approval
of a colonel. The disclosure prompted criticism by Bezalel
Smotrich, a lawmaker for the right-wing Jewish Home
party, who called on the IDF to scrap the regulation. “This
regrettable regulations reflects a disconnect and perhaps
cultural rejection from Jewish values,” he told the news
site Srugium. “I call on the chief of staff to change it. One
cannot encourage service by religious and haredi soldiers
on the one hand, and then exclude them from ceremonial
functions based on the claim that their appearance is undignified.” An unnamed soldier told 0404, “Yad Vashem
has pictures of Jews who were murdered because of their
beards. It’s strange that there of all places soldiers may
not be seen with a beard.” Religious Israeli publications
recently published the rejected application of a soldier who
sought to be assigned to officer’s training. In explaining
his negative opinion, the soldier’s commander wrote,”A
future commander is expected to shave.” Israel’s Supreme
Court recently rejected a petition by soldiers seeking an
injunction that would simplify the procedure for getting
permission to grow facial hair.

Oracle buys army vets’ big-data firm
in $550M Israel shopping spree

Less than two months after buying an Israeli cloud-services firm for approximately half a billion dollars, the
American technology giant Oracle purchased another Israeli
big-data firm, Crosswise, for a reported $50 million. Oracle,
owned by Jewish entrepreneur Larry Ellison, announced
the acquisition on April 14. Specific details of the deal
were not released, but a source close to the company told
the Times of Israel that the deal was in the “range of $50
million.” Oracle said in a statement on April 14 that it will
integrate Crosswise’s technology into its data cloud, which
it explained “ingests third-party data, extracts value, and
activates the data to drive insights and harness this knowledge for targeting” to aid advertisers. The Tel Aviv-based
Crosswise specializes in cross-device marketing. It goes
through more than a petabyte (a million gigabytes) of data
from billions of devices every month and identifies patterns
in the way people use technology. Two of the company’s
three co-founders, Jonathan Seidner and Ron Reiter, served
in the Israeli army’s 8200 communications intelligence unit,
acquiring skills they later implemented at Crosswire, according to their firm. Crosswire’s CEO, Steven Glanz, a Harvard
Law School graduate, set up the firm with his two partners
in 2013, raising approximately $5 million for development,
according to PC, an Israeli news site on technology. It has
20 employees. Their firm’s acquisition is Oracle’s second
major purchase this year in Israel, following the February
sale of Ravello Systems, a firm that offers solutions for
fast-working cloud services, for approximately half a billion
dollars. Oracle said it would set up a cloud lab in Israel as
part of that purchase. Oracle has bought several other firms
over the past few years, highlighting a desire to bolster its

data cloud technology. “The addition of Crosswise further
broadens the Oracle ID Graph to construct a complete view
of consumers’ digital interactions across multiple devices,”
the company said in the statement.

Israelis among tourists offered
special discounts at Greek stores
Israeli tourists will be offered 20 percent discounts this
year at many Greek stores as part of an initiative to help the
struggling Greek economy, Greek officials said. The plan,
announced recently by Deputy Greek Foreign Minister
Dimitris Mardas and the Hellenic Federation of Commerce
and Enterprise, also will apply to visitors from the United
States, Russia and Turkey. Greek stores will voluntarily opt
into the program and the discounts will be in addition to
tax-free benefits for which tourists are already eligible, said
the federation’s president, Vassilis Korkidis. In Greece, the
tourism industry has been a lone bright spot in an economy
that has been devastated by six years of crisis. The period has
also seen a large upturn in the numbers of Israelis visiting
Greece as relations between the two countries have improved
and security fears keep Israelis from neighboring Turkey.
Eligible tourists from the “honored” countries must show
their passports, said Korkidis. Greece’s Aegean Airlines
will be distributing leaflets detailing participating stores.

Iranian pilot who defected to Turkey
threatens to seek asylum in Israel

An Iranian pilot threatened to move to Israel and work
with the state to undermine the Islamic Republic’s government. Maj. Ahmad-Reza Khosravi, who defected to Turkey
last year, said he will seek asylum in Israel if Iran doesn’t
stop intimidating his wife and son, the Times of Israel
reported on April 13. Should Khosravi follow through, he
would not be the only non-Jewish Iranian to seek haven
in Israel. Payam Feili, a gay Iranian poet, has been living
in Tel Aviv since last year and has said he hopes to stay in
the country “long term.” Khosravi, 39, was a pilot in the
helicopter unit of the Iranian Security Services before fleeing to Turkey last March following unsuccessful attempts
to be discharged from the military over his ideological
objections to the regime. Interviewed in Turkey by the
Times of Israel’s Persian edition, Khosravi said if the Iranian
government does not stop bothering his wife and son, who
remained in Iran, he will do whatever he can to hurt the
regime. Khosravi told the Times of Israel that after serving
19 years in Iran’s security services, he put in a request to be
discharged due to “the differences in beliefs and opinions
with the regime, and since I do not believe in the religion of
Islam,” he said. “I had problems with the regime’s policies
because they are based on deception, duplicity and lies,”
Khosravi said. After his requests to resign were turned
down several times, Khosravi said the Security Services
started harassing him and his family, putting them under
surveillance. Khosravi crossed the border into Turkey in
March 2015, and “since I was a military person who had
defected from Iran, and therefore my life was in danger, the
[United Nations] and the Turkish police took care of my
issue with extra sensitivity and guarded me very carefully,”
he said. Last September, Turkish authorities arrested two
Iranians who allegedly were in the country on a mission
to kidnap Khosravi and return him to Iran. Khosravi told
the Times of Israel that the Iranian government is worried
his defection could inspire other pilots or military officers
to do the same.

YOU have the opportunity to make a difference in a young person’s life by donating dollars to our

2016 Honor Campership Fund

to improve the lives of children by helping to give them a summer camp experience.
This fund will expand our current scholarships by providing additional opportunities for campers in grades 5th-9th.

Give the gift of camp in honor of a loved one, to celebrate a special occasion or to acknowledge a favorite teacher.
Or, make a donation in memory of a loved one or as a way to say
‘Happy Birthday’ or ‘Happy Anniversary’ to someone special.
100% of these funds will go to providing children
with the Camp JCC Experience!

About Camp JCC: Our goal is to create a wholesome, safe, supervised and
exciting environment in which campers have the opportunity to learn new skills,
cooperation, teamwork and forge friendships that will last a lifetime!

2016 Honor Campership Donation
From the generous heart of:___________________________________________________________________________________ Amount: _______________________________
_______ To give the gift of camp/to enrich the lives of youth in our community
________ In memory of: __________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
________ In honor of a loved one: _________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
________ Other: _____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
(If you are honoring a person, please provide their address below)

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Donor Information:
Name: ______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Address: __________________________________________________________ Phone: _______________________________Email: ________________________________________________
Please make checks payable to Camp JCC.
Donations can be sent to the ‘Camp JCC Honor Campership Fund’, 500 Clubhouse Rd., Vestal, NY 13850, or dropped off at the JCC office.
For more information, please contact Camp Director Lynette Errante at (607)724-2417, ext 421 or LynetteE@binghamtonjcc.org.
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Our shared narrative

Passover, Exodus 12:21-51
Friends,
This month we celebrate Passover, the foundational
event of the people of Israel. The book of Exodus depicts the story of the ancient Israelites’ bondage in the
land of Egypt and their liberation from that bondage to
serve God in the wilderness. Of all of the stories in the
Torah, this is one of the most important in our sacred
narrative as a people. The words “because you were
slaves in the land of Egypt” underpin many of the mitzvot
(commandments) that the Torah gives us, instructing

RABBI MOLLY KARP, TEMPLE BETH EL, ONEONTA, NY
us: “You shall not wrong or oppress a stranger, for you
were strangers in the land of Egypt. You shall not illtreat any widow or orphan. If you do mistreat them, I
will heed their outcry as soon as they cry out to Me,
and My anger shall blaze forth and I will put you to the
sword, and your own wives shall become widows and
your children orphans.” (Exodus 22:20-23)
This winter, I was proud to sign a letter to Congress,
along with more than 1,200 of my rabbinical colleagues,
in support of allowing immigration into America for

Syrian refugees. That statement can be found at www.
hias.org/1000-rabbis-sign-letter-support-welcoming-refugees. As well, I was pleased to join my fellow Oneonta
clergy members in issuing a statement of support for
Muslims in America. While American Muslims are not
“strangers,” they have come to be regarded as objects of
fear, and are blamed as a group by many for the terrible
acts of terrorism that are committed falsely in the name
of Islam. The full text of that statement can be found at
See “Shared” on page 15

Congregational Notes
Beth David Synagogue

Affiliation: Orthodox Union
Rabbis: Aminadav Adamit and Zev Silber
Address: 39 Riverside Dr., Binghamton, NY 13905
Phone: 607-722-1793
Rabbi’s Office: 607-722-7514
Fax: 607-722-7121
Office hours: Mon. closed; Tues. 9:30 am-3:30 pm; Wed. 9:30
am-1:30 pm; Thurs. closed; Fri. 9:30 am-3:30 pm
Beth David e-mail address: bethdavid@stny.rr.com
Rabbis’ e-mail: rabbiadamit@stny.rr.com; rabbisilber@stny.
rr.com
Website: www.bethdavid.org
Shabbat Services:
Friday, April 22....................................................... 7:35 pm
Shabbat, April 23........................................................ 9 am
......................................................Mincha/Maariv 7:25 pm
Weekday Services:
Mornings:
Sun., April 24.............................................................. 9 am
Mon.-Fri., April 25-29............................................. 6:30 am
Evenings:
Sun.-Wed., April 24-27.......................................... 7:40 pm
Thurs., April 28...................................................... 7:45 pm
Classes: Rabbi Aminadav Adamit will teach “Tractate
Kiddushin” on Shabbat afternoons 45 minutes before Mincha.
Rabbi Zev Silber will hold his weekly Talmud class every
Tuesday evening after services.

Temple Brith Sholom

Affiliation: Unaffiliated
Address: P.O. Box 572, 117 Madison St., Cortland, NY 13045
Phone: 607-756-7181
President: Glen Goldwyn, ggoldwyn@twcny.rr.com
Service leaders: Lay leadership
Shabbat services: Either Friday evening at 7:30 pm or
Saturday at 10 am from Rosh Hashanah to Shavuot. Holiday
services are also held. Check the weekly e-mail for upcoming
services. Contact the president to get on the e-mail list.
Religious School: Students are educated on an individual basis.
Temple Brith Sholom is a small equalitarian congregation
serving the greater Cortland community. Congregants span
the gamut of observance and services are largely dependent
on the service leader. The Friday night siddur is “Likrat
Shabbat,” while the Saturday morning siddur is “Gates of
Prayer.” The community extends a warm welcome to the
Jewish student population of SUNY Cortland, as well as the
residents of local adult residences.

Penn-York Jewish Community

President and Treasurer-Secretary: Harvey Chernosky,
570-265-3869
B’nai B’rith: William H. Seigel Lodge
Purpose: To promote Jewish identity through religious,
cultural, educational and social activities in the Southern
Tier of New York and the Northern Tier of Pennsylvania,
including Waverly, NY; Sayre, Athens and Towanda, PA, and
surrounding communities.

Kol Haverim

Affiliation: Society for Humanistic Judaism
Address: P.O. Box 4972, Ithaca, NY 14852-4972
Phone: 607-277-3345
E-mail: info@kolhaverim.net
Website: www.kolhaverim.net
Chairman: Jonathan Joseph
Kol Haverim: The Finger Lakes Community for Humanistic
Judaism, is an Ithaca-based organization that brings people
together to explore and celebrate Jewish identity, history,
culture and ethics within a secular, humanistic framework.
KH is part of an international movement for Secular
Humanistic Judaism and is affiliated with the Society for
Humanistic Judaism, a national association with over 30
member communities and congregations around the country.
Established in the spring of 1999, it offers celebrations of
Jewish holidays, monthly Shabbat pot-lucks, adult education,
a twice-monthly Cultural School for children, and a bar and
bat mitzvah program.
KH welcomes all individuals and families, including those
from mixed religious backgrounds, who wish to strengthen
the Jewish experience in their lives and provide their children
with a Jewish identity and experience.

Kol Haverim will host a community Passover seder
on Sunday, April 24, at 4 pm, at Foundation of Light,
391 Turkey Hill Rd., Ithaca. Paid reservations can be
made by contacting Roger Hecht at 607-319-5070, or
at holidays@kolhaverim.net.

Temple Concord

Union for Reform Judaism
Rabbi: Barbara Goldman-Wartell
Address: 9 Riverside Dr., Binghamton, NY 13905
Office hours: Tues.-Thurs., 10 am-5 pm; Fri., 10 am-1 pm.
Phone: 723-7355, Fax: 723-0785
Office e-mail: TempleConcord@stny.rr.com
Website: www.templeconcord.com
Regular service times: Friday, 8:15 pm; Saturday, 10:35 am,
when religious school is in session.

On Friday, April 22, Passover begins. There will be no
Shabbat services.
On Saturday, April 23, there will be no religious school,
Torah study or services. At 6 pm, there will be a community
Passover seder at Temple Concord. The event will cost $35
per person, $15 for children younger than 13, or free for
children younger than 2. Paid reservations will be required.
On Tuesday, April 26, at 10:30 am and 7 pm, there will
be Holy Torah Rollers sessions.
On Wednesday, April 27, at 7 pm, there will be an adult
b’nai mitzvah class.
On Thursday, April 28, at 7 pm, there will be Passover
evening services with Yizkor memorial services.
On Friday, April 29, at 10:30 am, there will be end of
Passover morning services with Yizkor memorial services.
This will be followed by a potluck Passover lunch. At 8:15
pm, there will be Shabbat services led by Rabbi Barbara
Goldman-Wartell and Max Rydqvist.
On Saturday, April 30, at 9 am, there will be religious
school. At 9:15 am, there will be Torah study. At 10:35 am,
there will be Shabbat family services led by Rabbi Barbara
Goldman-Wartell and Jeff Strosberg.

Rohr Chabad Center

Affiliation: Chabad-Lubavitch
Rabbi: Aaron Slonim
E-mail: aslonim@binghamton.edu
Address: 420 Murray Hill Rd., Vestal, NY 13850
Phone: 797-0015, Fax: 797-0095
Website: www.Chabadofbinghamton.com
Chabad on the West Side
Rabbi: Zalman Chein
E-mail: zchein@JewishBU.com
Address: 27 Bennet Ave., Binghamton, NY 13905
Phone: 722-3252
Regular service times: Daily 7:30 am, Friday evening 6 pm,
Shabbat morning 9:30 am, Maariv and Havdalah one hour after
candle-lighting time, Sundays 9:30 am.
Linking Hearts for youngsters with special needs: This program
connects Jewish special-needs children and teenagers, ages
5-14, who have mental, physical and/or functional disabilities,
with student volunteers who will visit participating youngsters
weekly in their homes.
To join the mailing list, for up-to-date information on adult
education offerings or to arrange for a private tutorial, for
details concerning the Judaica shop and resource center, or
for assistance through the Piaker Free Loan Society or Raff
Maasim Tovim Foundation, call Chabad’s office at 797-0015.

Congregation Tikkun v’Or

Affiliation: Union for Reform Judaism
Address: PO Box 3981, Ithaca, NY 14852; 2550 Triphammer Rd.
(corner of Triphammer and Burdick Hill), Lansing, NY
Phone: 607-256-1471
Website: www.tikkunvor.org
E-mail: info@tikkunvor.org
Presidents: Dorothy Debbie and Nina Cummings
Rabbi: Brian Walt
Religious School Director/Admin. Coordinator: Naomi Wilensky
Services: Fridays at 7:30 pm unless otherwise noted.Family services
and Tot Shabbat once a month at 6:30 pm. Call for weekly schedules.
Religious School: Preschool through seventh grade classes meet
on Sunday mornings. Sixth grade Hebrew and seventh grade b’nai
mitzvah classes meet on Wednesday afternoons.
Adult Ed.: Special classes and discussion groups held regularly.
Essential Judaism classes offered in the fall and spring. Call
the office for details.

Friday, April 15, light candles............................. 7:27 pm
Shabbat ends Saturday, April 16......................... 8:29 pm
Friday, April 22, light candles............................. 7:35 pm
Saturday, April 23, light candles after................. 8:36 pm
Thursday, April 28, light candles........................ 7:41 pm
Friday, April 29, light candles............................. 7:43 pm
Shabbat ends Saturday, April 30......................... 8:44 pm

Temple Israel

Rabbi: TBA
Address: 4737 Deerfield Pl., Vestal, NY 13850
Phone: 723-7461 and 231-3746
Office hours: Mon.-Thurs. 8:30 am-4 pm; Fri. 8 am-3:30 pm.
E-mail: TItammy@stny.rr.com or TILouise@stny.rr.com
Website: www.templeisraelvestal.org
Service Schedule: Friday, 5:30 pm; Saturday, 9:30 am.

Regular Tuesday services and Friday Kabbalat
Shabbat services will be held at 5:30 pm in the library
of the Jewish Community Center, 500 Clubhouse
Rd., Vestal.
On Saturday, April 23, at 9:30 am, Shabbat morning
services will be held in the meeting room at the Jewish
Community Center, 500 Clubhouse Rd., Vestal. Services
will be led by Howard Schwartz and Steve Gilbert. The
Torah portion will be Exodus 12:21-51. The haftarah
will be Joshua 3:5-7, 5:2-6:1 and 6:27. Bima guest will
be Alan Piaker.
On Friday, April 22, there will be no Kabalat Shabbat
services.
On Saturday, April 23, Passover day one, at 9:30 am,
there will be services.
On Sunday, April 24, Passover day two, at 9:30 am,
there will be services.
On Friday, April 29, the temple office will be closed
for the seventh day of Passover.
On Saturday, April 30, Passover day eight, at 9:30
am, there will be Yizkor-Shabbat services.

Temple Beth El of Oneonta

Affiliation: United Synagogue of Conservative Judaism
Rabbi: Molly Karp
Address: 83 Chestnut St., Oneonta, NY 13820
Mailing address: P.O. Box 383, Oneonta, NY 13820
Phone: 607-432-5522
Website: www.templebetheloneonta.org
E-mail: TBEOneonta@gmail.com
Regular service times: visit the temple website for days of
services and times
Religious School/Education: Religious School, for grades
kindergarten through bar/bat mitzvah, meets Sunday
mornings. Rabbi Karp conducts services and holds classes
in Torah, beginning Hebrew and Maimonides.
For a schedule of services, classes and events, see the website.

Temple Beth-El of Ithaca

Affiliation: United Synagogue of Conservative Judaism
Rabbi: Scott L. Glass
Address: 402 North Tioga St. (the corner of Court and Tioga
streets), Ithaca, NY 14850-4292
Phone: 273-5775
E-mail: rabbi@tbeithaca.org and secretary@tbeithaca.org
Website: www.tbeithaca.org
Co-presidents: Jerry Dietz and Richard Wallace
Sisterhood Co-presidents: Elizabeth Hess and Esther Racoosin
Director of Education: Rabbi Suzanne Brody
Administrative Assistant: Jane Griffith
Services: Fri. 8 pm; Sat. 10 am, unless otherwise announced.
Religious School/Education: September-May: Classes meet on
Sunday, 9 am-12:30 pm and Wednesday afternoons, 3:45-5:45
pm. The Midrashah (eighth grade and high school) classes
will meet at times designated by their respective teachers.
Adult Ed.: Numerous weekly courses, several semester-long
courses and a variety of mini-courses and lectures are offered
throughout the year. Call the temple office for more details.

Norwich Jewish Center

Orientation: Inclusive
Rabbi: Rafael Goldstein
Address: 72 South Broad St., Norwich, NY 13815
Contact: Linda Horovitz, 336-7236
Contact: Guilia Greenberg, 373-5087
Purpose: To maintain a Jewish identity and meet the needs
of the Jewish community in the area.
Services: Held twice each month on certain Fridays at 7 pm
except in December, January and February. Call for dates
or more information.
Adult Ed.: Saturday morning study is held at 10 am. Call for
more information and to confirm.

On Saturday, April 23, at 6 pm, there will be a Passover
community seder.
On Sunday, May 1, from 2-4 pm, Peri Smilo, a Jewish
singer, will perform.
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Camp JCC to be offered in summer 2016
By Lynette Errante
Campers and counselors at Camp JCC are preparing
for a summer of field trips, weekly themes, electives, the
annual camp talent show and more. Camp will be held
from July 5-August 12 at the Jewish Community Center,
500 Clubhouse Rd., Vestal, which includes an indoor gymnasium, a heated swimming pool and theater, as well as
an outdoor pavilion, eating facilities, playgrounds, tennis
courts, an on-site nature area and a soccer field.
Camp JCC offers electives such as tennis, cooking, mosaics, science, dance, street hockey, basketball, art, drama
and more. Children from throughout Broome County come
to camp in one-six week sessions. All campers participate
in weekly off-site field trips. Children entering grades four
and higher have the opportunity for overnight programs at
the JCC or at local campsites.
Camp JCC also features a Teen Leadership Camp,
designed for campers entering grades eight and higher.
Participants learn leadership skills through trips focusing
on group development and team building, such as high
ropes courses and white water rafting. During their days
on-site at the JCC, they mentor younger campers to gain
leadership training skills. Camper Colleen Godleski,
entering seventh grade next year, said, “I look forward to

seeing my friends at camp every summer that I do not get
to see during the year. When we are on field trips I have
the best time with my friends.”
Camp JCC runs Monday-Friday from 9 am-3:30 pm,
with extended care available for an additional fee from
7:30-9 am and 3:30-5:30 pm. Camp fees vary by age and
can be found at www.binghamtonjcc.org. The trip calendar
and registration packet is also available online. Families
who register by Friday, May 6, and pay in full by Friday,
May 27, will be eligible to receive a 10 percent discount.
Second and third child discounts are available, as well.
All requests for financial aid are due to the JCC no later
than Friday, May 13. Assistance is based on availability
of funds and household income.
Longtime camp counselor Josh Wallenstein said,
“Something about the atmosphere shifts the moment
camp starts. Maybe it’s the tie-dye t-shirts, or the
immediate sense of community. Maybe it’s the talent
show acts waiting to be rehearsed, art projects in the
making, or the many, many games waiting to be played.
But I think it’s a little bit of magic.”
For more information, contact Camp Director
Lynette Errante at 724-2417, ext. 421, or at LynetteE@binghamtonjcc.org.

Sushi class held at JCC
Marisa Vesely, Austin Thomas and Evan Myers visited
Great Adventure theme park.

JCC Friendship Club

Above, l-r: Jeff Shapiro, Rabbi Rachel Esserman and Eileen
Krigstein attended the vegetarian sushi class on April 10
at the Jewish Community Center.
At right: The vegetarian sushi class on April 10 at the
Jewish Community Center was run by Harry Cohen.

Shared
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www.thedailystar.com/news/local_news/full-text-of-local-interfaith-leaders-letter-on-islam/article_9c1f2b00bbe9-5ce6-b20a-ae972282d62a.html.
Lord Rabbi Jonathan Sacks wrote, “Judaism... calls on
us to love others for their own sake, in the integrity of their
otherness. Judaism teaches that God grants a place in heaven
to those whose religion is not the same as ours. God asks
us to be true to our faith while being a blessing to others
regardless of their faith. God tells us never to forget what
it feels like to be a slave, to be poor, to be homeless, to eat
the bread of affliction. The greatest of [God’s] commands,
the simplest yet the hardest, is this: Love the stranger. In an
age of clashing civilizations, that is a vital insight. Until we
make theological space for the other, people will continue
to hate in the name of the God of love, practice cruelty in
the name of the God of compassion, wage war in the name
of the God of peace and murder in the name of the God of

life. That is the greatest theological challenge of the 21st
century.” (“Future Tense: Jews, Judaism, and Israel in the
Twenty-first Century,” p. 83b)
In this Passover and presidential election season, I urge
you to evaluate the parties and the candidates with an eye
toward the fundamental Jewish values of welcoming the
stranger, looking after the weakest members of our society and treating all humanity as created in God’s image. I
urge you to choose the person who you feel will best lead
America from and to a place of compassion and caring for
all in our country, and for all who are fleeing for their lives
from countries where war is wreaking havoc on families
and children.
I welcome your comments on and responses to Judaism’s
call for social justice. I look forward to discussing these
important issues with you. I can be reached at rabbimollykarp@gmail.com.

NEWS IN BRIEF
From JTA

Third round of Jewish specialty
camps to launch with $10 million gift

The Foundation for Jewish Camp has received a $10
million grant to help establish a third set of Jewish specialty
camps. The money from the Jim Joseph Foundation will
fund Incubator III, which will help establish four Jewish
specialty camps. A total of nine such camps – including one
focused on business entrepreneurialism, an environmental
sustainability-focused camp and two sports camps – were
created in previous incubators, with the first round of
camps opening in 2010. The New York-based Foundation
for Jewish Camp’s incubator is designed to create camps
that integrate Jewish learning with activities that kids are
passionate about – such as performing arts, health and
wellness, science and technology, and outdoor adventure.
Incubator III will provide funding to the new camps during
their planning, startup and first three years of operation, and
evaluate the progress of each camp’s development. Each

new camp will receive start-up investment and operational
funding for three years of up to $1.4 million pegged to
performance goals. The camps launched through Incubator
I and II have served more than 5,000 unique campers in
six years. “The Specialty Camps Incubators have raised
the profile of Jewish camp and has allowed the field to
continue to expand, grow, and attract children and teens
from all backgrounds,” Jeremy Fingerman, the Foundation for Jewish Camp’s CEO, said in a news release. “We
are grateful for the Jim Joseph Foundation’s incredible
investment in our field.” FJC expects the four new camps
to serve annually, in aggregate, 1,200 campers and 160 college-aged counselors by the conclusion of the grant period
(December 2020, after three summers). The Incubator team
will provide training and mentoring to support the cohort
as they plan and implement their vision for new models
of Jewish specialty camps. FJC is accepting proposals for
the four new specialty camps; for further information on
submitting a proposal, go to www.jewishcamp.org/sites/
default/files/u8/RFP%20Incubator%20III%20NEW.pdf.

The JCC Friendship Club met on April 13 to hear Rabbi
Benny Kelman talk about Passover. Before the meeting
started, he told those who came early that slavery is like
an addiction: you have to free yourself from it. When
the meeting started, Ann Brillant began to introduce
him. He said he would introduce himself. He told us he
grew up in Monsey in a Conservative family. He became
Orthodox by choice. He is married and has a 5-year-old
daughter. He now works at Binghamton University. He
said he is taking flying lessons and wants to teach those
who want to fly.
Rabbi Kelman told the basic story that we read every
year in the haggadah. It was interesting to hear that there
were other slaves in Egypt besides the Jews, such as Nubites and Hitites. He said that the Egyptians were afraid
of the Jewish slaves because they were very smart and
were multiplying. Pharaoh was concerned that if they
were attacked, that the Jews would join the enemy and
fight against the Egyptians.
Rabbi Kelman said the Jews are genetically descended
from Abraham and Kohanes are descended from Aaron,
the brother of Moses. He told about some of the mir“A new family tradition”
acles, such as turning a wooden staff into a snake and
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news from around europe
From JTA

Human remains from the Holocaust buried in Hungary

Human remains from the Holocaust that were found in the Danube River five years
ago were buried in a Jewish cemetery in Budapest. The bones, which were discovered five
years ago during construction work on the Margaret Bridge, were buried on April 15 in two
wooden caskets, the Associated Press reported. They belong to several people who were
murdered either by being shot on the banks of the river and dumped into it, or thrown into
the river alive in 1944 or 1945 by troops loyal to the Hungarian government of pro-Nazi
collaborationists. Some 550,000 Hungarian Jews were killed during the Holocaust. Andras
Heisler, president of the Federation of Hungarian Jewish Communities, told the AP that
the burial was the only case of bones believed to be of Hungarian Holocaust victims being
found and buried. The burial took place two days before Hungary’s Holocaust Memorial
Day. The Hungarian government had intended to bury the bones in a municipal burial site,
but following the Jewish community’s objections subjected the find to DNA testing that
proved the bones were likely of Ashkenazi Jews, Tamas Desi, a spokesman for the Mazsihisz
umbrella group of Hungarian Jewish communities, told JTA in February.

Croatian Jews hold own Holocaust commemoration,
rebuking government
Croatian Jews held a Holocaust commemoration a week before the scheduled government event that the community said it would boycott. Some 300 Jewish residents of
Croatia attended the ceremony held on April 15 at the Nazi death camp at Jasenovac, near
Zagreb, the Associated Press reported. Earlier in April, the Coordinating Committee of the
Jewish Communities of Croatia said it would hold its own commemoration “in line with
Jewish tradition” instead of participating in the government one at the death camp, in order
to protest alleged government inaction to curb neo-Nazism. The committee’s president,
Ognjen Kraus, said at the time that the move followed cases of open antisemitism, including
chants by demonstrators of pro-Nazi slogans at an anti-government march in January and
during a soccer match between the Israeli and Croatian national teams in March. Every
April, Croatia honors the victims of the Jasenovac death camp, which was operated by the
pro-Nazi Ustasha regime of World War II. The camp is known as “Croatia’s Auschwitz.” In
all, some 30,000 of Croatia’s Jews died during the Holocaust – 80 percent of the country’s
Jewish population, according to the Yad Vashem Holocaust museum in Jerusalem.

Hungarian minister: refugees bring antisemitism to Europe

A senior Hungarian Cabinet minister warned that refugees entering Europe are antisemitic
to defend his government’s tough stance on admitting them. Janos Lazar, Prime Minister
Viktor Orban’s Cabinet chief, delivered the warning on April 14 during a news conference
in Budapest, the news site NOL reported. “Refugees entering Europe now are strongly
antisemitic,” he said in explaining why his government was blocking the vast majority
of people from Syria and Iraq from entering the country. “Where there are large numbers
of immigrants, there is greater antisemitism – France and Germany, for example,” Lazar
said. He also claimed Hungary has low levels of antisemitism. While antisemitic violence
is rare in Hungary, rhetoric against Jews in government and mainstream media is widely
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seen as a problem. Earlier in April, Israel’s ambassador to Israel, Ilan Mor, wrote a letter
condemning a series of antisemitic op-eds by Zsolt Bayer, a co-founder of the ruling Fidesz
party, published in a mainstream pro-government newspaper. Bayer’s first op-ed justified
antisemitic murders in the 1940s as acts of self-defense. He was writing after protesters
prevented a bust from going up in Budapest commemorating a lawmaker who drafted
anti-Jewish legislation in the buildup to the murder of some 500,000 Hungarian Jews
in the Holocaust. The unveiling ceremony was attended by senior officials from Fidesz.
Mazsihisz, the umbrella group of Hungarian Jewish communities, briefly suspended its
ties with the government in 2014 over what it considered a government-led campaign to
whitewash the responsibility of the Hungarian state for the murder of its Jews by Nazis
and their local collaborators during the Holocaust. Relations have since been restored. The
Hungarian government pledged at least $2 million in funding this year for maintenance
and renovations of abandoned countryside Jewish cemeteries, Mazsihisz informed leaders
of Central European Jewish communities on April 13.

Bomber: Tel Aviv flights also targeted at Brussels airport

The alleged Brussels bomber nicknamed the “man in the hat” said one of the original
targets in the attacks that killed 32 was the departure area for flights to Tel Aviv. Departure areas for flights to the United States and Russia also were targeted in the March 22
attack, Mohamed Abrini reportedly told a Belgian court, according to reports on April
14 by the French television network BFM, the French news agency AFP reported. Airport bomber Ibrahim el Bakraoui selected the targets, he also said. A second bombing
occurred an hour after the attack at the Zaventem Airport. In addition to the 32 killed,
hundreds were injured. Abrini, who was arrested in Brussels on April 8, also is wanted
in the Nov. 13 attacks in Paris that killed 130. He is called the “man in the hat” due to
airport surveillance footage that shows him next to the two bombers at the airport.

Belgium’s vice PM likens terrorists escaping capture to
Jews hiding from Nazis

In explaining how terrorists could avoid capture in hiding, Belgium’s vice prime minister compared their situation to that of Jews who hid from Nazis. Jan Jambon made the
analogy during an interview with VTM, a Flemish-language television station, the news
website Knack reported on April 13. Claude Maroniower, a Belgian-Jewish alderman in
the city of Antwerp, complained earlier the week of April 14 on Facebook that Jambon’s
comparison was inappropriate, prompting Jambon’s spokesman to issue a statement saying
he “did not mean to equate in any way” between Holocaust victims and terrorists. During
the VTM interview Jambon said: “Someone who hides and receives support from the
population can stay hidden for a long time. I sometimes make the comparison of a large
number of Jews during World War II. There are Jews who stayed hidden for four years,
and it was a horrible regime that was constantly searching for these people. Luckily they
never found them.” Jambon has ties to Jewish groups in Belgium and recently spoke
at a Jewish event in the Netherlands about street celebrations in Belgium following the
slaying of 32 people in terrorist attacks in Brussels on March 22. His reference to Jews
in hiding was in response to a question on how suspects implicated in the attacks could
avoid capture for weeks and detection for many months.
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